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WHOLE NUMBER, 1670.

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDilE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
poetry ah' new rhythm' or stanza ana
th at “he ran not only In the old road,
but In the old ruts.” His “As You
SHAVING PARLOR,
Practising Physician,
Like It” Is taken from an old romance.
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
The characters of his “Julius Caesar”
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic HalL
Second Door Above Railroad. are old Romans taken from Plutarch.
But what borrowing! Dry bones are
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO turned Into living men. The common
jy j Y. WEBER, MLD.,
always on hand.
est materials are taken into the lam
bent flame of his genius and transmut
JJENRY BOWER,
Practising Physician,
ed Into airy beauty.
Milton, too, Is a free borrower. I t Is
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until »
fact, Indeed, that makes his verse
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.
Veterinary Surgeon, - this
so rich in learned reminiscence and so
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
gorgeous with “barbaric pearl and
g B. HORNING, H. D.,
gold.” He owes much to Shakespeare.
Bell ’Phone 23 z.
Some critics think Milton's Eve is bor
Practising Physician,
rowed from Shakespeare’s Miranda. In
8. POLEY,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Fa.
Telephone In office.
the “Taming of the Shrew” occurs the
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
line:
Contractor and Builder,
As morning roses newly washed in dew.
j H. HABER, B. D.,
While Milton In “L’Allegro” speaks
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. of—
Homeopathic Physician. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-23
Fresh blown roses washed in dew.
OOLLEGEVILLE,PA. Office Hours: Until
Milton is a very mine to many. Pope
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
Is his debtor. Milton’s “Smoky Sor
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
HAVE YOU
ceress”—a woman to the waist and
but “ending foul in many a scaly
j g A. KRI SEN, B. D.,
H E A D A C H E - fair,
fold voluminous and vast”—is made to
L e tte r s B ln r ?
say, “They call me sin and for a sign
40 9 Cherry Street,
portentous hold me; but, familiar
PHILLIPS’
GLASSES
WILL
STOP
IT.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
grown, I pleased and with attractive
H o o t s , 8 to 9
T e l e p h o n e s , Bell 301-x
Good
Glasses
at
Little
Prices.
2 to 8
Keystone 169
graces won the most averse.” Pope
310
High
Street,
Pottstown,
Pa.
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only,
sings:
oollegevllle Office ’Phones : Keystone, No. 6.
Vice is a monster of so frightful mien
Bell, 80-x.
____________________
j y j N. BARNDT,
As to be hated needs but to be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with her face,
ARVEY I,. »HOMO,
*
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.
CONTR A C TO R F O R A L t. K IN D S O F
Tennyson' must have had in mind
Attorney-at-Law,
Milton’s
Brick
and
Stone
Masonry,
821 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Hanging in a golden chain
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC. Esti
This pendent world
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
mates cheerfully famished and good work guar
anteed. W ' SPECIAL ATTENTION TO when he wrote:
Both 'Phones.
The whole round world is every way
JOBBING.
8-5
Bound by gold chains about the feet of
God.
JJERBERT 11. MOORE,
QHARLE8 N. BARNDT,
Tennyson, indeed, dérives much of his
exquisite imagery and felicitous phras
Attorney-at- Law,
A R C H IT E C T ,
ing from authors ,whose names, even,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
many literary men do not know.
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
805 Swede St.. Norristown. Pa
Pope borrows his “Vital Spark” idea
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
5-16.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared.
from an old poem by Thomas Flatman.
Patronage solicited.
2-7.
Byron gets his “Eagle Feather” im
AYNE R. EONGSTRETH,
age in his “English Bards and Scotch
M
S. G. FINKB1NER,
Reviewers” from Aeschylus, who flour
Attorney-at- Law,
ished in the fifth century before our
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croter Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Real Estate and Insurance, era.
Coleridge owes his “Ode to Mont
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6*28.
Alio member of the Montgomery County Bar.
Blanc” to a German poem by Friedrich
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
Brown.
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
Bishop Ken is indebted for bis
JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
thought in “The Evening Hymn” to
JOHN J. RADCLIFF,
Attorney-at- Law,
Sir Thomas Browne in his “Colloquy
With God.”
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
In bis own characteristic manner
Painter and Paper Hanger Rudyard
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Kipling has met the ques
Philadelphia.
FIFTH AVENUE, OOLLEGEVILLE, PA, tion of unconscious thievery with a
Telephones.
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. bit of verse which commences:
Your patronage solicited.
Wh€n ’Omer smote ’is bloomin’ lyre
Q L. EVANS,
’E’d 'eard men sing by land and sea.
And wot ’e thought ’e might require
’E went an’ took the same as me.
Attorney-at-Law,
Let Shakespeare’s lines close this
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PApaper:
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
I’ll example you with thievery:
The sun’s a thief, and with his great at
traction
Ideas and Inspiration Taken by Robs the vast sea; the moon’s an arrant
IJ1HOBAS HAULMAN,
thief,
One Author From Another.
And her pale fire she snatches from the
Attorney-at- Law,
sun;
The sea’s a thief, whose liquid surge re
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
solves
Will he at his branch office in Odd Fellows’ BUT GENIUS BORROWS NOBLY The moon Into salt tears; the earth’s a
Building, Collbgbville, P a., every evening
thief
from 7 to 10: Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
That feeds and breeds by a composture
1-25.
stolen
The Crude Ore Is Refined and the Raw
From general excrement; each thing’s a
Material Fashioned Into a Thing of
JOHN S. HENSICHER,
thief.
Beauty—Shakespeare as a Most Bril
—S. B. Dunn in Circle Magazine.
liant Example.
Justice of the Peace,
Mercy to him that shows it is the
Our great writers are not great rob
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at bers. Literature is not a repository of rule.—Cowper.
tended to. Charges reasonable.
stolen goods. What seem like steal
ings by the steel pen are rather the WHAT TRAIN DO YOU TAKE?
^R T H IJR G. ASH,
output of the lapidary or a reissue of
the mint or, better still, the borrow In Wiring Give Its Number, Name of
Justice of the Peace,
Road and Time of Arrival.
ings from a bank repaid with interest.
When you telegraph a friend the
“It is wonderful,” says Charles
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold Reade, "how genius can borrow.” “All next time you are going to visit him
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
literature,” remarks Oliver Wendell and th at you’d be delighted to have
loaned.
8*16
Holmes, “lives by borrowing and lend him meet you at the train the next day,
ing,” and, he adds, “A good image is for heaven’« sake, telegraph him Intelli
J^R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
like 4 diamond, which may be set a gently.
If the money, irritations and disap
hundred
times in as many generations
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)
and gain new beauties with every pointments of the year were aggre
change.” This is not a question of gated for the United States In hope
DENTIST,
originality. “The lighting a candle lessly unintelligible telegrams of this
ROYERSFORD, FA. Practical Dentlatry at a t a neighbor’s fire,” observes Dean kind, the average political economist
honest prices.
Swift, “does not affect our property in would have a fit When the average
the wick and flame.” “Genius bor person In the email city or town de
JJR . 8. D. CORNISH,
rows nobly.” The transference is cides on the jump to go to see a friend
often a transmutation. For brass, the in the city and decides to telegraph
DENTIST,
borrower brings gold, and for Iron, that friend what train to meet, he be
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
silver, and for wood, brass, and for comes an unconscious Imbecile.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
stones, iron. The crude ore is refined
Will leave for Chicago tonight on 8:30
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31 Bell ’Phone, 27V.
and the raw material fashioned into train. Meet me.
This is the text of a ten word mes
a thing of beauty.
It has been pointed out by Mr. Hutb sage which I received the other night
h e k r y p t o k “in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL LENS.
in his “Life of Buckle” that there is a from a friend In an Ohio city. He had
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the kind of pedigree in literature. Dante started for Chicago before the tele
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They avows his indebtedness to Virgil, as gram was received by me, and while I
are made without cement. They are perfect. the latter himself was under obliga wanted immensely to meet’ him at the
station instead of making the least ef
tions to Homer.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
Ariosto owes much to Virgil, and fort to do so I took It out In swearing.
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
Spenser borrows frequently from
In sending a telegram announcing an
210 De k a l b s t r e e t ,
n o r r is t o w n .
Ariosto. Spenser’s “Faerie Queene” arrival the name of the road and the
gave birth to Fletcher’s “Purple Is train number are the two absolute es
land,” and this to Bernard’s “Isle of sentials. It will be a help to the recip
P S. KOONS,
Man,” and this In turn to Defoe’s ient of the message in most cases if
“Robinson Crusoe” and Bunyan’s the time of the arrival of the train be
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
“Pilgrim’s Progress”—all like so many given also. Frequently, as between the
Slater and Roofer,
blossoms rising from the one stem.
two stations involved in such a mes
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Shakespeare has been called “the sage, a difference of one hour in stand
stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct
great Warwickshire thief,” so inveter ard time otherwise might confuse. But
ate Is his borrowing h ab it He Invaded as between the number of the train
literature like a Napoleon and brought and the numerals in the hour of ar
E D W A R D RAVIR,
^
Painter and
back the rarest art treasures to enrich rival the telegrapher has a chance of
and beautify his verse. One is sur error, and in writing the message
Paper-Hanger,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. 49* Sample, of paper prised to learn that onr dram atist has these two sets of numerals should be
no original plots, that he has given to separated by the name of the road.
always on hand.
W. BOYER) M. Dm

Jl
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THEGREATW
RITERS,

T

Taking the ten wora message as tn*t
standard of length, then, any person
going anywhere from any station on
any railroad may use the one set form
of telegraphic announcement of ar
rival:
Arrive No. 6, Lake Shore, due 8 o'clock
Monday morning.
Ordinarily no possible further infor
mation is necessary in the greatest
railway center in America. The traifl
number is unchangeable on its own
system. Any railway employee any
where will identify the train in a mo
ment. If the recipient of the telegram
wishes to know whether the train is
on time before he starts to the station,
he can learn in a moment over the tel
ephone by asking about No. 5, and in
the query he will have the readier re
sponse for the reason th at his inform
ant will be grateful for the inquirer’s
succinct knowledge of train operations.
—H. W. Field in Chicago Tribune.

A PAPER OF PINS.
Pins were introduced in the six
teenth century.
Then they were costly and highly
prized as gifts.
A paper of pins was more acceptable
thau a bouquet.
An act was passed in 1543 making it
illegal to charge more than eightpence
a thousand for metal pins.
Persons of quality often used pins
made of boxwood, bone and silver,
while the poor put up with wooden
skewers.
In those day husbands were often
surprised at the great amount of mon
ey th at went for pins; hence the term
“pin money.”
Not so many years ago the frugal
American housewife was wont to teach
pin economy by teaching her children
th at canny couplet, “See a pin and
pick it up, all the day you’ll have goed
luck.”—Philadelphia Record.
The Indirect MethodHomemade ice cream was a regular
item on the bill of fare a t Willie’s
house, and while he liked the cream he
drew the line a t turning the freezer.
One day when his mother returned
home she was agreeably surprised to
find him working at the crank as if bis
life depended on i t
,
“I don’t see how you got him to turn
the iee cream freezer,” she said to her
husband. “I offered him a dime to do
i t and he just laughed a t me.”
“You didn’t go about it the right
way, my dear,” replied her husband.
“I bet him a nickel he couldn’t turn it
for half an hour.”—Harper’s Weekly.

A

DISAPPOINTED SHAH.

3ue«r Story of a Prizefight In an Eng
lish Royal Garden.
In his book of memories Major Gen
eral Sir Owen Tudor Burns tells a
story of the first visit of a shah to
Great Britain:
The shah wanted to see a prizefight,
With blood.
After much anxious
thought and consultation with Lord
Qneensberry an Innocent glove fight
was arranged in the Buckingham pal
ace stables, to take place quietly half
an hour before the shah was to receive
Lord Shaftesbury and the archbishops
and bishops with a memorial asking
him to protect the interests of the
Christians in Persia.
But the shah slept late. The prize
fighters overlapped the prelates. A
footman made a mistake in opening
the door. -Archbishops and bishops fol
lowing the shah in a moment found
themselves more or less in a ring
round the two prizefighters. The
bishops hustled back to the reception
room, the fight was stopped, the shah
was angry and disappointed, and Lord
Shaftesbury was heard shouting: “A
prizefight in the garden of the queen’s
palace forsooth! I will denounce you
all over the kingdom!” Mutual expla
nations followed, the m atter was set
right, we sept special messages to the
reporters to keep it out of the press,
and I was later on privileged to ex
plain it all to the queen, who took the
m atter much more calmly than her
lord chamberlain. Once back, how
ever, inside Buckingham palace, we
all smoothed our ruffled feathers and
listened to a most gloomy oration from
Lord Shaftesbury.
The shah, angry a t the Interruption
of his prizefight, turned round to Sir
Henry Rawlinson and growled in Per
sian: “Hang the Christians in Persia!
Tell them they’re all right!” Rawlin
son translated that into a long, elo
quent and beautiful reply to the depu
tation, while doubtless the disappoint
ed boxers were having a consolation
scrap in the stables. Lord Shaftes
bury did not denounce them, though
the shah’s bear leaders lived In terror
for some days.
The lord chamberlain blamed me, I
blamed tbe shah, the shah blamed the
equerry, the equerry blamed the foot
man, the footman blamed every one
all round, and we gave the prizefight
ers £5 apiece, with a resolution writ
ten in blood that never would any of
us again arrange a prizefight, even for
a shah of shahs, ib a royal palace gar
den.

WASHINGTON LETTER. indictments against members of the
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., July 5, 1907.—
—The most startling news of the
week has been the announcement
that sixteen battleships of the At
lantic fleet would be transferred to
tbe Pacific and that preparations
were already under way for such a
movement. Secretary Loeb has de
nied that the President had any
such intention and naval officers are
chagrined that the news should
have leaked out but there seems to
be little doubt in the minds of the
well informed here that the Pacific
fleet is to be materially strength
ened by additions from the Atlantic.
This is taken to be not so mush a
menace to Japan as a general warn
ing to the Nations at large that we
are going to take care of our pos
sessions in the East. The Presi
dent has for some timeapproved the
policy of building up a strong fleet
in Pacific waters and it is not im
probable that in less than two
months the great battleships will
set out on their trip around the
Horn. The Japanese Ambassador
has shown considerable interest in
tbe announcement, but owing to the
fact that Japan urged this country
to keep a strong fleet in the Pacific
during the Japanese-Russian war it
is not believed that the Government
of Japan can consistently protest
against the presence of our fleet in
Pacific waters or that it will be
officially construed as an unfriendly
act. There can be ho doubt but
that the Jap jingoists will make as
much of it as possible, but it is also
possible that their belligerent en
thusiasm will wane considerably in
the presence of a formidble navy
prepared and in tbe right place.
The advocates of a greater navy
would welcome the information that
the pick of the Atlantic fleet was to
be transferred to the Pacific for that
would mean the necessity for more
warships to take care of our Eastern
coast. With the Atlantic left un
guarded they would be in a position
to make heavy demands on Congress
for naval appropriations. The idea
of having two fleets of nearly equal
strength for patrolling both oceans
has been under contemplation in the
Navy Department for more than
two years and has actually been
talked of ever since our war with
Spain. It is said in the Department
here that tbe present rumor is only
a revival of this idea and that the
friction with Japan has nothing to
do with the preparation for a Pacific
fleet. Nevertheless every one is
impressed by the coincidence and
many are entertaining their own
ideas about the Government’s pur
pose in the matter.
The public here is much inter
ested in the alleged war to be waged
against the smelter trust of which
the Guggenheim Brothers are the
head. The Trust was really begun
by the Guggenheims and has been
kept in the family almost to the ex
clusion of every one else. The Gug
genheim Brothers are immensely
wealthy, and Simon Guggenheim is
the newly elected Senator from Colo
rado to succeed Thomas M. Patter
son. Attorney-General Bonaparte
has already begun an investigation
with a view to dissolving the trust.
This course which was personally
ordered by the President has been
carried on as secretly as possible
and in scope it will include not only
the violation of the anti-trust laws
but also the relationship sustained
by the smelter trust toward the
railroads which traverse the country
in which smelting ores are mined.
It is known that the President has a
statement before him alleging that
the Guggenheim trust has almost
absolute control of all the smelting
in the United States; that the trust
has become so powerful that it can
dictate ore rates on lines aggregat
ing forty thousand miles and that
independent miners must accept the
terms of the smelter trust or give
up their business and properties.
It is said that the Government has
already gone far enough to prepare

trust, the allegation being that they
have been ’guilty of combination in
restraint of trade. The investiga
tion comes at a peculiarly embar
rassing time for the new smelter
senator. Mr. Guggenheim has leased
a palace in Washington at a cost of
fifty thousand dollars a year and he
is preparing for the most dazzling
social career that money will -buy.
Having succeeded in his aspiration
to become a Senator, he proposes to
attain the pinnacle of social emi
nence and he is prepared to spend
all the money it costs. With an in
dictment hanging over him though
and to be under a cloud at the White
House would be a serious obstacle
to the gratification of his social am
bition, and would certainly handi
cap him in all his relations.
The report that Ambassador
Bryce has rendered himself per
sona non grata to the President be
cause of his approval <of the Okla
homa Constitution in advance of the
President’s verdict on it proves to
hsve been one of those idle rumors
which originate noone knows where.
The President is a sincere admirer
of the British representative and
there is not the least possibility of
his making a grievance out of the
Ambassador’s remarks about the
Oklahoma Constitution. If the mat
ter were important enough to war
rant an investigation it would prob
ably be revealed that Oklahoma poli
ticians are at the bottom of tbe whole
report and that the President has
neither felt nor expressed any dis
pleasure with Mr. Bryce’s remarks.
The Fourth of July, with its at
tendant carnage, has come and gone
and left nothing but a horrid night
mare, or rather day mare dream
with the sure foreboding that in
three hundred and sixty-five days,
there will be a repetition of the
noise and vile smells with attendant
deaths and mutilations, to say noth
ing of the hundreds of invalids and
nervous people who must suffer—
and some of them will doubtless die
—from the most insane of all Amerioan celebrating orgies. The streets
of Washington this morning are
covered with millions of the remains
of vile red-colored Chinese ex
plosives. In this era of national
indifference with public nuisances,
why can there not be enacted laws,
state or national or both, to sup
press the vile business forever ?
ENCOURAGES THRIFT.

A New York man has just paten
ted a device for the encouragement
of thrift. It consists of a toy sav
ings bank with a clock attachment.
The clock is set in the face of the
bank and cannot be wound unless a
dime is dropped in the slot. As
winding causes the dime to fall into
the vault and the clock will run bub
24 hours without rewinding, the
contrivance assures the accumu
lation of 70 cents a week. The
theory is that the necessity of de
positing a dime every day will lead
to slipping in other coins at odd
moments and thus establish a habit
of saving.
EARLIEST LIGHTHOUSE
ON RECORD.

The Pharos of Alexandria, which
was considered to be one of the
Seven Wonders of the World, on
account of its grandeur and utility,
is perhaps the first lighthouse of
which we have any definite de
scription. It stood on the island of
Pharos at the entrance to the har
bor of Alexandria, and is said to
have been constructed about '300
years before the Christian era by
Sostratus Cnidius, and was dedi
cated to the “Gods protectors of the
the safeguard of sailors.” Tbe
height of the original tower is
given as 450 feet, but Josephus
writes that the light was visible at
a distance equal to about 34 English
miles. This would have necessita
ted a height of about 550 feet.
Hail in York county did consider
able damage to corn, Sunday.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
g T H E IN D E P E N D E N T 8

—In a fight at Pottstowo Mike
Kovatch lost a slice of his Dose,
taken off by a fellow with a knife.
—The youngest pupil to enter the
Reading High School for years is
Helen M. Moyer, 11 years old, who
has never been late and never
reprimanded.

Sprained H is Ankle.

Last Sunday F. Pahre, of this
borough, slipped and fell ip the
rear yard at his home and severely
sprained his right ankle. Dr. Horn
ing is treating the injury. Mr.
Pahre will not be able to walk with
any degree of comfort for a week
or two.

Evansburg Festival.

H orses and Cows Perish in Burning

Sw am to Death.

The festival in the Episcopal
Barn.
TERMS ... 91.00 PER YEAR
Charles Hen nis, of Wayne, was
church grove, Evansburg, next
The large barn on the premises drowned in the Schuylkill river on
::
IN ADVANCE.
ii
Saturday evening, will be enlivened
with vocal music by Eli Wismer, of of Emanuel Schurr, near Linfield, the Fourth near Valley Forge.
Thursday, July II, ’0 7
Gratersford, aud „ cornet solos by was destroyed by fire early yester Hennis had accompanied Thomas
day (Wednesday) morning. Four Herring, of Wayne, and five others
Hoy Stoner, of this borough.
on a fishing trip. While his asso
CHURCH SERVICES.
horses and seventeen cows perished ciates were fishing along the bank,
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
—The State Highway Department
H andkerchief Surprise.
in the flames. The cause of the fire Hennis disrobed and swam accross
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. has awarded a contract for building
Last Saturday Mrs. E. W. David is not known at this writing. The the river to the other shore. It
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
M eeting of M ontgomery County
Audubon, 10.46 a. ni., with Holy Communion five miles of roads in Washington
Sr.,
of this borough, was much sur building was insured in the Gosh- proved quit an effort for a man of 55
Alumni A ssociation.
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., township, Bucks county, at a cost
prised
upon receiving a large num
years and he was cautioned by his
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. of $50,000.
The annual meeting of tbe*Mont- ber of handkerchiefs from friends enhoppen Company.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
companions to make the return trip
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
John Fink, 85 years old, having gomery County Alumni Association in Philadelphia, Germantown, Dillin a rowboat. This he did not do,
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
will be held at Plymouth Park on iuger, Phoenixville, Spring City,
Hospital P atients Enjoy Picnic.
but overestimated his strength
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for built thousands of houses and 22
Saturday, July 27. The various this borough, and other places, in
Nine hundred quarts of ice cream and started to swim again toward
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O. churches, and residing in Reading
alumni associations of the county honor of her 62d birthday anniver were served to the 2000 inmates of
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett in the last 64 years, has retired.
his friends. Within fifty feet of the
are requested to elect delegates to sary. Mrs. David extends sincere the Norristown Hospital for the In
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
shore
he went down and never
The eighth member of the family attend a business session of the
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer sersane in the woods near the institu came up again. His companions
thanks
to
all
her
friends
who
so
vice, 7 p. m.
of Jeremiah Hinkelof Stoudt’s Ferry County Association at the Park
tion, Thursday, along with sand made every effort to recover his
kindly remembe'red her.
Trinity Reformed Church, Oollegeville, Rev. Bridge, near Reading, has been in the morning of July 27.
wiches, cakes, lemonade, peanuts body with the aid of boats but
F. O. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun* stricken with tydhoid fever.“
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
and
fruit. It was the annual picnic. failed.
Narrow E scape From Drowning.
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
Reward Offered.
About
four
hundred
visitors
Patriotic
speeches and a program of
E. at 7 p. m.
While fishing from a large rock sports were indulged in by the
were entertained at Mr. Titus’
The County Commissioners at
DEATHS.
St. Luke's Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
in Snyder dam, near Phoenixville, patients and the hospital band, com
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday Perkiomen Bridge hotel on the their meeting last week offered a
George
E.
Brown died at his
j Friday, Miss Nan Witt, of Spring posed of patients, furnished music
School at 8.45 a.m. Preaching every Sunday at Fourth. This is the most popular reward of $250 for the arrest and
residence,
Perkiomen,
on Saturday,
City,
lost
her
balance
and
fell
into
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer summer resort in the beautiful conviction of Francisco Giannini,
for the occasion.
meeting at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet
aged
25
years.
He
is
survived by
I
about
15
feet
of
water.
Fish
who recently shot and killed Nicola
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on Perkiomen Valley.
a
widow
and
three
small
children.
Warden
George
B.
Walker,
of
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are
Arena during a game of cards in
THE TURF.
The funeral was held from his
most cordially invited to attend the services
Phoenixville,
saw
the
young
woman
Horsham township.
Detective
First Brigade Encam pm ent.
A great crowd attended the races father’s residence, Mont Clare, on
St. James' Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
O’Connor,
of
Pottstown,
is
still at struggling in the water and at the park of the Phoenixville
The First Brigade Camp, at PerkF. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
Tuesday at 1 o’clock. Interment in
plunged
to
the
resue.
He
brought
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve asie, known as Camp Guss, was a work upon the case and it is be
Driving Association on the Fourth Morris Cemetery; undertaker J. L.
[
the
half-drowned
girl
to
the
shore,
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
lieved tnat he will land the
In the 3-minute race, Bechtel in charge.
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are great picnic ground, Sunday, when prisoner.
but it required an hour to resusci of July.
Harry S., the young pacing horse
cordially invited and welcome.
25,000 persons gathered to look at
tate her.
belonging to and driven by H. D.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, the soldiers.
Abram H. Landis, son of the late
Bergey Family Reunion.
Rev. George ft. Rlffert, pastor. Services for
Sterner,
of this borough, won a John B. Landis, died at his resi
Peculiar
Accident.
the coming Sabbath will be as follows: At
heat in 2.32£, and third money.
The eighth annual reunion of the
Tall W heat Stalk.
dence 2418 W. Cumberland street
Trappe—Preaching, 7.45 p. m.; Sunday School
George M. Bechler, of Pottstown,
Bergey
Family
Association
will
be
Highball,
the
trotting
horse
re
at 2.00 p. m.; prayer meeting, at 10 a. m.
Philadelphia,
on Monday, aged 59
Irwin Brunner, of Mingo, Upper
the first baseman of a strong base cently sold by Frank Wildman, of
At Limerick—Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday
held
at
Zieber’s
Park
on
Saturday,
years.
He
is
survived by a widow
Providence, reports a wheat stalk,
School at 9 a. m.; C. E. meetiog at 7.30 p m.
)>all team, is sufferingfrom a painful
taken from his field, that measures July 27. There will be a business and severe accident which occurred Norristown, to F. G. Jones, of and four children. Funeral sersix feet one inch in length, the tall session at 10 a. m., and an afternoon near this borough last week. He Memphis, Tennessee, for $17,000, cices at his late residence on
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
session at 1.30 o’clock. A special
won the opening heat of a race at Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.
delphia : 7.08, 7.46,11.30 a m., 6.05 p. m. Sun est specimen reported from any
was camping along the Perkiomen, Libertyville, Illinois, last Thurs
program
of
music
is
being
prepared
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
Further services in Trinity Re
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 quarter this season.
for both sessions. Addresses will and while walking into his tent he day, in 2.06!, and easily won the formed church, this borough, on
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
be made by several prominent mem accidentally trod on a loaded gun in remaining heats.
Friday at 11.30. Interment in
Big Loan P ro ject
bers of the family, and short ad such a manner that the weapon ex
Trinity cemetery; undertaker J. L.
Home and Abroad.
The project of borrowing $400,- dresses by representatives of other ploded and the charge entered his
Bechtel in charge.
Little Girl Loses H er Life in
left forearm. After the wound was
I 000 for street paving purposes is families and similar associations.
Pottstown.
dressed Mr. Bechler went to his
agitating the people of Norristown.
PERSONAL.
—The glorious Fourth
Several accidents marred Potts
home in Pottstown.
| The argument is advanced that
A Noisy Fourth.
town’s Fourth of July, the death of
C. Tyson Kratz Esq., of Norris—Brought glorious weather
paved streets are cheaper than the
a little girl among them. John town, and Joseph S. Kratz, Esq.,
The great national holiday was
Mingo E xpress H orse Company.
—And nearly everybody spent unpaved because they need no re observed in the usual manner in
Lukash, a foreigner blew off his and wife and daughter, of Philadel
pairs.
the day out-of-doors.
A quarterly meeting of the Mingo hand with a giant cracker tendered phia, were the guests of Misses
tljis vicinity. There was a general
—It is very unusual to refer to
display of red, white and blue* and Express Horse Company was held him by a bystander at High and Mary and Lizzie Kratz, Sunday.
H eat C au ses Death.
ripening wheat a week after the
the noise caused by exploding at the Black Rock hotel Saturday Hanover streets. John was loath
Prof, and Mrs. H. M. Huttel, of
Fourth, but nevertheless such ref
Emanuel L. Hoese, a carpenter at crackers and torpedoes was ample. afternoon, President H. H- Fetter- to accept it saying, ‘‘Me no under Souderton, were the guests of Mr.
erence is in order.
the repair shop in the car barn of F. W. Gristock gave a fine exhi olf, presiding. In addition to the stand ’em.” A moment after he and Mrs. Wo. Renninger, Sunday.
—Some grain will be cut this the Schuylkill Valley Traction bition of fire works at his residence usual routine business, Harry had a badly mangled band. Little Prof. Huttel, formerly of Penns
week, but much more will be har Company at Norristown, was over in the evening. Many visitors were Thomas was elected Assistant Sec six-year-old Mabel Sabold, whose burg, is now Superintendent of the
come by the beat Monday, and ex in the town and the trolley cars retary to fill the vacancy caused by clothing was burned off her body public schools of Souderton.
vested next week.
pired in a short time. He was 60 were well patronized during the the resignation of C. U. Bean. Mr. by catching fire from a firecracker,
Mrs. Geo. Deppen, of SunburyA
—Choice new mackerel, fat and years of age.
day and evening. From the weather Bean has been interested for some Wednesday, died Thursday after
Pa.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs.,
fine, at Fenton’s store; $1.10 per
standpoint it was an ideal Fourtb- time in the Beaumont, a well noon of her injuries. Earl Kulp Koons, of this borough.
bucket.
of-July.
equipped public house at Atlantic aged 10 years painfully lacerated
S hot H is Brother.
Miss Mae Clamer is spending
City, and found it inconvenient to and burned his hand by picking up
—Chief Kooken, mine host of the
Harry Singer, 15 years old, of
some
time at Delaware Water Gap.
attend to the duties of the Secre a tardy cannoncracker.
wigwam Perkiowinnehawken, up
Professor C handler Honored.
Gladwyn, this county, accidentally
Mr.
and Mrs. Felton and family
tary
of
the
Company
which
he
so
the river, reports slow bass fishing
At the recent Convention of the
| abot his brother William, two years
of
Philadelphia,
are again summer
well
served
for
a
number
of
years.
And he’s a fisherman, too.
H ighest Points in County.
older, Sunday. The old, sad story— National Speech Arts Association at'
ing at Olevian Hall.
Congressman Wanger has been
—Remember Dr. C. C. Ellis’ the boys were playing with a pistol Toledo, Ohio, Prof. W. W. Chandler,
Mr. and Mrs. George Berron,
Autoist Sued for D am ages.
giving some specific attention to the
lecture in the Mennonite school and didn’t known it was loaded. a member of the faculty of Ursinus
Miss
Hattie Swartz and Mr. Max
College,
was
chosen
a
member
of
Through his attorney, O. L. topography of Montgomery county,
house, near Yerkes, next Saturday The ball entered William’s stomach
well
Stevenson,
all of Philadelphia,
the
Board
of
Directors.
The
Asso
as
outlined
by
the
U.
S.
Geological
Evans, Henry Hoff, has brought
evening, July 13. Admission, 20 and his condition is critical.
ciation is composed of teachers of suit for $500 damages against Ed survey, and finds among the cou- spent the Fourth with Mr. and
cents.
English and public speaking from, ward G. Souder. It is alleged that tour lines of elevation the highest Mrs. John Barrett.
—Last Sunday a valuable and Brigade Band Will Furnish Music.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Asmus and
all parts of the United States and on April 28 the plaintiff and his point—700 feet above sea level—in
speedy horse belonging to Dr. S.
At the lawn fete to be held by the Canada and has a large influence family were driving in Limerick Upper Hanover township, about daughter, of Philadelphia returned
B. Horning, of this borough, died Ladies’ Aid Society at Trinity Re
throughout the country. Professor township on a road leading to the one mile east of Palm. - The second home Sunday after a week’s visit
of lung fever.
formed church, this borough, on Chandler is a thorough teacher and Limerick church, when the defend highest summits—600 feet—are in to Mr. and Mrs. George Clamer.
—O. K. Schwenk and his assis Saturday evening, July 20, the deserves all the honor that comes ant came along in an automobile. Marlborough and New Hanover
Mr. Samuel Barrett, of Philadel
tants are rushing the brick work band of the Baptist Boys’ Brigade, his way.
When just abreast the plaintiff, the township’s near Marlborough ville. phia, who recently returned from a
for contractor Shuler on Mr, of Reading, will furnish the music.
defendant, it is claimed, blew his East and north of Pleasant run visit to his old home in Cornwall,
The Brigade will be in annual en More Road B usiness for the County horn, scaring Hoff’s horses, causing there are two points 620 feet above England, spent Sunday with his
Ebbert’s house in the upper end.
brother, John Barrett, of this borcampment along the Perkiomen
them to turn around suddenly and sea level, and near Fegleysville an ough, and brought with him some
—About thirty guests were en
A
law,
as
amended
by
the
last
tertained at Ellis B utt’s Black after the 15th of the present month. Legislature, requires the Commis upset the carriage. Hoff’s little elevation of 580 feet. Fair view gooseberries from their father’s
Rock hotel on the Fourth.
sioners of the various counties to daughter was injured and for medi Village is 400 feet above sea level, garden in the “old country.”
E ngineer Takes All th e Blame.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gristok en
maintain all the freed or condemned cal expenses for her and damage to and is one of the highest elevations
• - “ You reckon these fault-finding
tertained
a large number of guests
in
this
section
of
the
county,
with
the
carriage
suit
is
brought.
At Coroner Kiug’s investigation, turnpikes. The maintenance of a
brethren go to heaven?” ‘‘Some of
from the city on Independence Day
Eagleville
as
a
close
second.
Monday,
of
the
railroad
wreck
at
number of turnpikes, including the
’em will have to. The other place
and in the evening had a fine dis
play of fireworks.
Meeting of Town Council.
is too full of ’em.”—Atlanta Con Cynwyd, when the engineer of the Perkiomen pike extending from
Trip to Valley Forge.
express train was killed and Perkiomen Bridge to Greenlane,
stitution.
A regular meeting of the Town
Ernest Miller is borne from Phila
Early Thursday morning, July 4, delphia on his vacation.
several passengers injured, Frank will add considerably to the duties Council of this borough was held
—Granville Schaffer, of Limeport, Sellers, engineer of the. freight of the County. Commissioners, as
two brakes containing in all a jolly
Miss Florence Asbenfelter, of the
Pa., has sold 70,000 bunches of train, took all the blame upon him well as relieve local taxpayers in Friday evening, President Ebbert crowd of fifteen young people from German
Hospital, Philadelphia, is
in
the
chair.
In
addition
to
the
onions from a two-acre tract.
self. He frankly admitted that he boroughs and townships from a usual routine business, an ordi Trappe, College ville, Limerick spending her vacation with her
—There was so much noise in had forgotten about the express large part of the expense necessi nance granting the Perkiomen Ironbridge, Wellsboro, Royersford, parents.
Miss ^Margaret Flisher, of Phila
Pottstown on the Fourth that Miss train that was due and ran his en tated by repairs to such thorough Valley Traction Company certain and Phoenixville, started from this
borough to journey to Valley Forge delphia is the guest of Miss Pauline
Annie Reifsnyder fell unconscious gine out of the siding and in front fares.
rights and privileges passed first
After seeing the points of interest Eves.
of the engine of the express train.
to the pavement.
reading. The Company’s contem
Misses Lareta and Florence
at
the historic camp grounds, the
At th e County Home.
plated line crosses Ninth avenue,
—Charged with selling liquor to
Scheuren spent several days re
party
returned
in
the
evening.
The receipts for the month of near First avenue. The crossing
Mangled to Death.
cently in Phoenixville.
miners, Howard Parker, proprietor
June
amounted to $277.47 while the at Fifth avenue will be overhead Each reported one of the most de
of the Sanatoga Inn, below Potts
Caught in the gear wheel of a
Mr. Lindaman, of Philadelphia,
total $65,48.
Bills and the terminus, or intersection lightful days ever spent. Those was the guest of Horace Fetterolf
towo, gave bail for Court.
stone crusher at Rattlesnake Hill, expenses
amounting to $3113.29 were ordered with the Schuylkill Valley railway, comprising the party were: Misses the past week.
—The insurance people don’t in the vicinity of Pottstown, Joseph to be paid. Steward Leidy’s re
Mary Custer, Ethel Sipple, Ger
and Mrs. E. E. Althouse,
seem a bit worried over the young White, aged 35 years, met a horri port showed that at present there will be on Main street at the avenue trude Sipple, Georgia Dismant, of Editor
the Sellersville Herald, and Mr.
at Burgess Clamer’s park. A com
ble
death
Saturday
afternoon.
His
man who feels that he is destined
Stella Faringer, May Hunsicker, Schlichter, Uncle Sam's chief of the
are 108 males and 59 females in the
to set the world on fire.—New York body was drawn through the heavy institution. The stock on the farm munication from ’Squire Rimby, re Alice Swartout, Mr. and Mrs. post office at Sellersville, called at
questing sundry changes a t ’the
machinery, and he was mangled be
Times.
George Spangler, and Messrs. the scribe’s domicile on the Fourth,
yond recognition. White, who was consists of 11 horses, 54 cows, 57 outlet of a sewer extending from Horace Custer, Tyson Allebach, during the absence of “all of us.”
John Haines, of Bridgeport, an oiler at the plant, climbed up to hogs and 4 pigs. During the month Main street, was read. A motion that
Come again, good friends.
died in Norristown Hospital, bis oil the machinery during the noon 339 quarts of milk were sold as the same be filed was adopted. A Warren Thompson, H. P. Tyson,
Miss Sarah Spangler is visiting
legs and arms having been crushed hour and the engineer, Dominic were 9 quarts of cream. There motion authorizing the clerk to re Herbert Hughes, and Earnest Quay. relatives in Myerstown.
,
by a train upon which be was em Rorsi, started up the engine before were 745 pounds of butter made of quest the Solicitor to confer with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Langdon,
of
Ger
(100 R EW A R D . (100.
ployed at Lansdale.
which 513 pounds were sold and the Commissioners in relation to re
mantown, and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
White was noticed.
The
readers
of this paper will be pleased Taten, of Camden, visited Mr. and
122
dozes
of
eggs
were
gathered
of
pairing
First
avenue,
formerly
the
Most people would always be
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
which 30 dozen were sold.
Perkiomen pike, was adopted. This disease that science has been able to cure In Mrs. E. Klausfelder, Sunday.
happy if other people would only
Long Live the K in g !
all ite stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s
On Tuesday morning Miss Katha
action was taken by reason of the Catarrh
keep their hands off. — Florida is the popular cry throughout European
Cure Is the only positive cure known rine Hobson entertained a number
to
the
medical
fraternity.
Catarrh
being
a
new
law
which
requires
the
Com
The Charm ing W oman
Times-Union.
countries ; while in America, the cry of the
constitutional disease, requires a constitu of her friends with a porch party
present day is “i-ong live Dr. King’s New
not necessarily one of perfect form and missioners to keep in repair turn tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is in honor of Miss Lillian Gallreatb,
-U nable to induce a commission Discovery, King of Throat and Lung Reme is
features. Muny a plain woman who could pikes freed from toll by the county. taken internally, acting directly uoon the of Atlantic City.
Miss Gallreath
Of citizens to act, Pennsburg Coun dies 1” ol which Mrs Julia Ryder Paine, of never ,erve as an artist’s model possesses
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, is a member of this year’s gradua
Trhro, Nass , says : “ It never fails to give those rare qualities that all the world ad
thereby
destroying
the
foundation
of
the
cil has attained direct control of the immediate relief and to quickly cure a mires : neatness, clear eyes, clean smooth
disease, and giving the patient strength by ting class at Wilson College.
A Memorable Day.
cough or cold ” Mrs. Paine’s opinion is skin, and that sprigbtliness of step and
borough’s new electric light plant. shared
building up the constitution and assisting
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Barlow and
by a majority of the Inhabitants of action that accompany good health. A
One of the days we remember with pleas nature in doing its work. The proprietors family,
—In one day Augustus Bauman, this eountry New Discovery cures weak physically weak woman is never attractive, ure,
of Pottstown, Charles
have
so
much
faith
in
its
curative
powers,
as
well
as
with
profit
to
our
health
Is
luugs and sore threats after all other reme not even to herself. Electric Bitters restore the one on which we became acquainted that they offer One Hundred Dollars for Klausfelder and friends of Lansdale,
Elmer Nuss and Charles Nuss, of dies
have failed ; and for coughs and colds weak women, give strong nerves, bright with Dr. King’s New Life Pills, the painless any case that it fails to cure. Send for list Henry Hunsicker and Horace HunBoyertown, caught 195 fine sunfish it’s the only sure cure Guaranteed by J eyes, smooth, velvety skin, beautiful com purifiers that care headache and biliousness of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY sicker and lady, of Germantown,
W. Culbert, the druggist 50c. and f l 00. plexion. Guaranteed at J. W. Culbert’s, and keep the bowels right. 25c. at J. w! A CO., Toledo, O. Sold by all druggists, 75c.
in Swamp creek.
Trial bottle free
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
the druggist. 50c.
Oulbert’s drug store.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation Klausfelder, on the Fourth.
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC

of Bloody Lane is a pretty one. We pU BLIC SALE OF
saw Bloody Lane, Thursday, Sep
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Shupe and tember 18, 1862, and now forty-five
John T. Brooking, a farmer, of
FRESH COWS!
W.
U.
Moyer
and
daughters,
of
Friday, July 5.
Poyntelle, Wayne county, has be Philadelphia, are the summer family, of Norristown, are spend years after we were permitted to re
Rear Admiral Norman V. H. Faxcome possessed of one of the most guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. ing a few day with Miss Kate ceive a picture of the place, and it
(uhar, retired, died in Washington ol
presents a beautiful sight, a most Will be sold at public sale on THURS
wonderful freaks of the year. It is Wisler.
Shupe.
apoplexy.
inviting spot. That is what peace DAY, JULY 11,1907, at Perkiomen Bridge
30 fresh cows, with calves, and
Connie McGeehan, a -well-known base a two-legged pig, which is appar
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Gouldy and brings to us; but the sight forty- Hotel,
Prof,
and
Mrs.
McDonald,
of
direct from Centre county.
ball player, died of tuberculosis at ently as well and healthy as the
five years ago was most harrowing, springers,
son
Raymond,
of
Norristown
spent
Gentlemen,
I will have another lot of
Philadelphia, are summering at the
Hazleton, P a
repulsive,
heartrending,
and
that
choice
cows
in size, shape and milk and
nine others of the litter. Mr.
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
old homestead, opposite Masonic
The plant of the Larrabee Fleur
was the result of war. A y! let us butter producing qualities to please you.
and look them over and put in your
Casselberry.
Milling company, at Stafford, Kan., was Brooking is proud of the youngster hall.
have peace, as the immortal Grant Come
bids. The highest bidders are the bosses
destroyed by fire, entailing a loss of and if it lives until October he will
declared,
a
lasting
peace,
an
ever
Mr.
Samuel
Wanner,
of
Reading
at
my
sales. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
The Sunday School of St. Luke’s
$150,000.
exhibit it at the Wayne County
J. W. MITTERLING.
lasting peace here below, that we tions by
is
visiting
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Reformed church will picnic at
Fire destroyed the main building of Fair.
may have that peace promised us L.H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
Mrs.
J.
C.
Wanner
Sr.
tbe Toasted Com Flakes company’s
Sanatoga park on Saturday, July
above. Again d6 we thank the
plant, a t Battle Creek, Mich., causing
AT 9 O’CLOCK A. M.
Miss Lillian Haines, of Honey- donor for her kindness, her thought
27.
Mining of Coal C osts Many Lives.
a loss of $75,000.
fulness, her remembrance of one
UBLIC SALE OF ONE CAR
brook,
Chester
county,
is
visiting
The
Humane
Band,
of
Royersford,
Major Chester Harding, of the engi
LOAD OF
who fought, bled and perspired on
The mining of coal in Lackawanna
neer corps of the army, has been
will furnish the music, and good Miss Imogene Ballentine.
the bloody field of Antietam’s battle
county
in
June
cost
24
lives.
Fall
Shenandoah Valley Cows
ordered to the Isthmus of Panam a to
Last
Wednesday
afternoon, ground.
music, at the Luther League festival
assist Lieutenant Colonel Goethals, th e of roof or top coal was responsible
Henry
Wynkoop,
aged
62
years,
John B. Dettra should be proud
19?
S ?
Chief engineer.
for most of the accidents. Eleven on the Lutheran church lawn on living with George Schley on the
as his birthday happens on the
Saturday
evening,
July
27.
Saturday, July 6.
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
in all were killed by the sudden
Fourth
of
July,
and
many
of
his
JULY 15, 1907, at Dunn’s hotel, GratersTwo earthquake shocks that shook
Undertaker Shalkop had charge Level, had the misfortune to fall
Pa., one carload of extra fine cows
buildings and rattled windows and tumbling of the top coal or rock; of the funeral of Mrs. Albert March and fracture his left arm at the friends gave him a postal and a ford,
selected from the farmers in the Shenan
handkerchief
surprise.
But
John
seven
were
killed
by
explosion
(all
dishes were felt at Bismarck, Mo.
shoulder. Dr. M. Y. Weber at is only sixty-seven years of age, doah Valley, Va., where they grow good
cows and fine baggers. Most of the cows
George E. Huberts, director or the at Johnson), two by premature at Liufleld, Saturday forenoon. In
and he’s got to get a move on to are fresh, and a few springers are in the
United States mint, was elected presi blasts, two by being squeezed be terment was made at Riverside tended the injury.
Sale at!9 o’clock a. m. Conditions
Mr. Jacob Thomas, of Wayne catch up to tbe birthday of the In lot.
dent of the Commercial bank of New tween mine cars and one tumbled cemetery, Norristown.
by
JONAS P. FISHER.
dependence
of
our
country,
sure.
Tork.
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr.
No
evening
service
at
the
Luth
down
a
shaft
and
one
was
run
over
Charles B. W arring, Fh. D„ author
Catherine Harner went to Read
eran church until the first Sunday and Mrs. Robert Thomas.
ood p a s t u r e .
•f several well known scientific works, by cars.
ing to spend a week there.
Good pasture for horses or cows by
died a t Poughkepsle, N. T., aged 82
evening in September.
A picked nine from the Junior Y. the week or month on the farm on Orange
years.
Avenue
northwest of Eagleville, % mile
FROM
OAKS.
M. C. A. played a game of ball with from Ridge
The T oughest to Date.
George Baldwin, of Reading, a
Avenue; good running water
The F ort Dallas National bank of
the
Green
Tree
base
ball
club
and
and shade. Inquire of Jos. P. Moore, on
Fourth of July, 1907, was a rather beat the Greed Tree boys 14 to 4.
Josiah Grubb, of Greenwood brakeman on the Harrisburg di
Miami, Fla,, was closed by direction of
the
farm,
or
W. H. MISSIMER,
Flags
the comptroller of currency. Liabili township, Perry county, Pa., was vision of the Reading R. R., is tame affair around here.
6-6-3t.
535 Stanbridge St., Norristown.
Mr.
George
Ebert
lost
his
glasses
were displayed, and crackers,
ties are $808,466.
on Buffalo mountain one day last spending his vacation with Mr. squibs,
blue lights and rockets between Yocum’s Corners and AsbDistressed by the noises of the
and Mrs Frank Ruth and family.
week,
cutting
wood.
Coming
oes
changed darkness into light. The enfelter’s. The name of Maxwell
Fourth of July celebration, Mrs. JoYour gasoline engine need attention
hannel Evert, a widow, hanged herself across a hollow log he split it open, • Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Hencb, of young people on pleasure bent shot Optical Company is marked on the or repairs 1 If so, I can put either in good
case.
A
suitable
reward
will
be
from a bedpost In her home In Jersey and in it was reposing a black Frederick City, Md., are the guests the schutes, the rapids at Davis’
shape. Saws and lawn mowers sharpened,
bicycles repaired; repairing and grinding
bridge; with batteaux and canoes. given for their return.
t»ty.
snake six and a half feet long. He of Mrs. J. K. Beaver.
of all kinds. I will call for your work.
Some crews with passengers ran
Monday, Ju ly 8.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Dettra
of
SAMUEL J. GRIFFIN,
killed
the
reptile,
dragging
it
home
Miss
Edna
Keeler,
a
nurse
at
the
aground,
but
were
rescued
ere
the
Horse theft sent Albert Boots from
R. D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa.
Phcenixville visited Mr. and Mrs.
wijth
him
to
show
his
family
its
’Phone, 521M, Phoenixville.
5-16.
Pottstown Hospital is spending her boat went to pieces. But every one John B. Dettra, of Oaks, Sunday.
Lancaster, Pa„ to the penitentiary for
enjoyed themselves.
length. Noticing an unusual thick vacation at home.
five years.
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to talk it over. They paid no attention
th at.”
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ar controj the elements.”
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Lit Brothers

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tues
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Summer Suits For Men & Boys
Big Special Purchases That Save You Money

Men’s Serge&Outing Suits
The Latest Styles

$7.50

Such As Would Sell Regularly at $I2
Fall Range of Sizes From U to 42

Men’s Serge & Outing Suits

J . H . BOLiTOtf,

These Are Splendid $2100 Values
In the Special July Sale at
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
Are you thinking of heating your house with
Steam or Hot Water ?

THE EfiEED BOIEEfiS

M e y ra w u jc

W ?'1

ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely do better
boiler made, either in square or round designs..
The cut shown here is the style of our latest designed WATER
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A -l Steam as well as Water
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready
to have one put in write ps or call at our planfrand see them and be con
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires,
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furnishing
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assured
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed against
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.

S te a m F itters’ H eater Co.
Branch Office :
Home Ofllee and Works :
KOYERÜFORD, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Phone Connections.
>OO I

SPR IN G

|A Very Important Matter
For FARMERS to know Is where to get the BERT CHOPPING done and
where to get a full line of the BERT FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Cowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put In fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We' will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAU8FELDER, Manager.
OO

HOED ON THERE!
' Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
la chance to estimate on your wants. We
■are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
I*» to the Lumber itself and Its delivery.
|We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

|W.H. GRISTOCK'S SONS

m

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-tbird
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and In
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
'Carriages and ' Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

YOST’S LIVERY
RAILROAD HOLRE

C O LLEG EV ILLE, F A .
Good teams furnished promptly
at reasonable prices.

IBS EN TER P R IS E

H MARBLE IS-

Usually a lot of Recond-liand
Vehicles on Hand for Rale
Cheap.

—AND-

Grranite W o rk s.

H E N R Y Y O ST , JR.
Both ’Phones.

|H. S, BRANDT* - Proprietor.
Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

RRST-OLASS work,

low prices.

When in Norristown, Pa..
RTOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
— oOo—
I3 P ~ “ First-elass Actommodationa for Han
and Beast.

8tabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

|t h e b e s t h a r n e s s
Ma d e to o r d e r .
f bridles
of ,harbess supplies, saddles,
IWinter’BtfkÎ8’,. blankets for summer and
IHEPatDTMr,6^’!,0^1118’ combs, brushes, &c.
I Also chiP
HARNESS a specialty.
I^oa to box t««fra^* cl£ars. Special atten-

w.

E. JOHNSON,

pro v id en ce

SQUARE, PA

The clothes here boast
the distinction of having
been designed and tail
ored by creators of fash
ions in clothes.

M ADE IN N EW YO R K .

COAL, LUMBER,. FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

$8 T O $25.

We promptly obtain P, B. and Foreign

PATENTS

f Send model, Bketch or photo dl Invention for i
r free report on patentability. For free book. %
i Patents and TRADE-MARKS * * * '

IN #bR0R« k t « . w » h e r a l d
■Job knii
K IM D ER Y . Binding,
JW B]. “5? Perforating, Paging, Number- I Opposite U. S. Patent Office <
I HonSe, i Bo°ks for Banks and Business
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.
■found anlen 8peclal attention. Magazines
|foeapiyand-JfPairing done quickly and
l^iress, iS6t mates cheerfully furnished.
Advertise Your Sales in the
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
Independent.

They’re made in New
York, where all styles
are born, to order and fit
and look as though the
wearer had been meas
ured for them.
Suits,
:
$8 to $25
Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5

S p r in g H a t s !
Our ambition grows
with every year. Our
hats are always good.
Now they are better than
ever.

•t«d1d1‘fr»>4«‘t ■!<•!■'!■'!■■!'4 >H

I John Norman’s
I Opportunity.
I

B y C . ‘R . F ra m e.
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Copyrighted, 1307, by E. C. Parcells.

The hands of the city clock pointed
to 6, and the streets leading to the
station fairly hummed with life. Sub
urban shoppers, business folk and the
idle minority were all homeward
bound. Electric trains whirred and
clanged in every direction, and eager
crowds surged into them.
“Rosedale! Bosedale!” shouted the
starter.
Helen Grey gathered her suit case,
string bag and Boston fern and made
desperate efforts to secure a place. In
her haste she tripped on a loosened
shoestring and fell heavily into her
seat. She was weary beyond words
with the day’s shopping. I t was a hot
evening, and the train was packed.
Passengers behind her crowded and
pushed, jamming her against a man
at the seat’s end. A brass curtain rod
which she was carrying prodded him
sharply in the ribs. She turned to
apologize, but the words died on her
lips when she found herself confronted
by, the eager face of “the enemy.”
With a brief word she drew the of
fending rod into place and tried to
edge away from him.
He had passed her early in the
morning hound cityward in his motor
car. She had encountered him a num
ber of times during the day, and when
she had committed her one extrava
gance, lunch a t Maclean’s, he, too, had
sauntered in and had seated himself
at a window table beside hers. The
enjoyment of her lunch was spoiled
by the scrutiny of John Norman’s gray
eyes.
The feud between the Normans and
Greys was of the fine, unreasonable
New England type. There had been
real cause for grievance a t the outset,
two generations back, but when the

Mt

m

with him. Norman’s hand stroked h is
mustache to conceal the smile at her
transparent tactics.
As the car slowed, she rose burdened
with bundles. Then came a struggle,
confusion and sickening distress, as
she dropped back fairly on John Nor
man’s knee. Then she realized what
the trouble was—she had tied her shoe
string to his. She was profoundly
grateful for the cool, m atter of fact
way in which he took her wild be
havior. She struggled to her feet
again, and all of Rosedale that was
riding home In that special electric
craned Its neck In intense enjoyment
at what was going on.
The motorman, angry at the delay,
clanged the bell with furious insistence,
and the conductor’s sharp “H urry up,
hurry up, lady; don’t keep the car wait
ing!” added still further to her nervous
embarrassment.
John Norman’s clear voice rang out,
“W alt a minute, conductor,” in the
tone of one used to being obeyed. The
conductor had a profound respect for
Mr. John Norman and. ran forward to
stop the clanging bell. In the mean
time Norman had produced hi's pocketknife and had cut the knotted laces,
his and hers. She gave a confused
murmur of thanks, and Norman, hasti
ly catching up the parcels, followed her
out. There was no word of protest,
and his sympathetic glance revealed
quivering lips and big brown eyes
suffused with tears.
The car whirred away, and a faint
echo of laughter was borne back. It
was the last straw.
“Fools!” he ejaculated, while the girl
leaned against a nearby wall and
laughed till the tears ran down her
cheeks.
The vagaries of women were beyond
hts comprehension, and he looked his
bewilderment, standing mutely, with
suit case, bulging string bag and pat of
fern.
“Please, please forgive me,” she
pleaded. “I cannot Imagine how I came
to do such a stupid thing.”
He liked the pleading tone and the
kindly way In which she looked at him.
“It was a happy mistake for me,”
he said eagerly, “and I hope that we
may be friends.”
She had an inkling th at there was
more than the thought of good fellow
ship In his mind as he held her hand in
a lingering good night.
Some months later Mrs. John Nor
man, looking particularly pretty and
charming, leaned across the dinner
table and put a pertinent .question to
her husband.
“John, do you remember the evening
that I tied myself to you?”
“Of course I do. Is it likely that I
should forget anything so delightful?”
She hesitated. “I’ve been thinking”—
Color came to her face. “John, did you
know that I tied that string to yours?”
Norman leaned back in his chair and
chuckled.
“Of course I did. Why, didn’t I tell
you, dearest? Do you think that after
watching and waiting for months to
make your acquaintance I would
throw aside such an opportunity? You
tied yourself to me, and I knew it a
significant omen for our happy fu
ture.”

When Umbrellas Were First Used.
The introduction of the umbrella in
some places has been regarded of suf
ficient Importance to be included in the
local annals. About 1780 a red leghorn
umbrella was introduced into Bristol
and it created quite a sensation in
Stiff Hats,
$1 to $5
the city. It was about the same period
that an umbrella was first carried in
Soft Hats,
50c. to $5
the streets of Stamford, Lincolnshire.
It was of Chinese manufacture and
was brought to Stamford from Glas
gow. Mrs. Stockdale in 1776 is record
HE LOOKED HIS BEW1LDEBMENT, STAND ed to haye brought from the island
ING MUTELY.
of Grenada, in the West Indies, the
grandnieces of Ezra Grey came to live first umbrella seen in Cartmel," Lan
in the old homestead John Norman, cashire.
5 0
C E N T S .
grandson of William the Offender,
In 1779 Dr. Spens, a popular physi
was more than ready to bury the cian, carried an umbrella in the streets
hatchet, and It was his irony of fate of Edinburgh, and he is credited
The distinctive styles that
he should fall in love a t sight with introducing it Into the Scottish
that mark them entirely with Helen
Grey.
capital. John Jameson, a Glasgow
He was rich and popular and the surgeon, visited Paris about 1781 or
new and “ sm art” are most
eligible of Rosedale bachelors. 1782 and brought back with him an
here. They are also ex He had never before been anxious in umbrella,
which was the first seen in
to friendship with women. Glasgow, where it attracted unusual
clusive b e c a u s e t h e regard
During his thirty-six years there had attention. William Symington was the
maker of our neckwear been so many things that he had con first person to carry an umbrella in
sidered more Important. But for the Paisley.
controls the design and past
four months he had planned and
It is related by Horace Walpole in
they cannot be had else schemed to reach a friendly footing his account of the punishment of Dr.
with his neighbors and had failed. Shebberere for libel, Dec. 5, 1758, that
where.
They quietly Ignored his friendly ad when he was ip the pillory a footman
vances, snubbed him a few times, and held over him an umbrella to keep off
now the fear of marring the armed the rain. This has been described as
neutrality kept him from overstepping an aristocratic style of bearing pun
their limit.
ishment. The undersheriff got into
As Helen settled beside him in the trouble for permitting the indulgence.
tram, he was very conscious of the —London Chronicle.
221 High Rtrect,
pressure of her arm against his and of
the weary droop of her pretty head.
Why Bill Was Umpire.
He had had her under espionage all
POTTSTOWN. PA.
A cricket match was being played In
day and this accounted for his unusual a meadow adjacent to Farmer Cowproceeding, going back to Rosedale by stick’s orchard, and the worthy agri
trolley.
culturist was at the wicket
He was eager to take some of the
There had been great difficulty about
heavy bundles that Incumbered her an umpire for this match, and when a
lap, but he dared not make the sugges boy from the local school for young
tion; her shrinking movement from him gentlemen volunteered to act he was
and her unfriendly glance were earnest gladly accepted.
of a rebuff.
Presently, to all appearances, the
Twilight deepened, and the lights farmer was run out, but the umpire
twinkled la the car. When there was said no; and In the next over he was
—AND—
elbow room, she must tie her loosened obviously stumped, but still the deci
shoestring. She made two or three sion was in his favor, much to the
attempts to reach It, b.ut to tie a shoe wicket keeper’s disgust. Then when
In a crowded car, with bundle laden the farmer had compiled over fifty
lap and gloved fingers, Is no easy feat. runs, he was palpably “leg before.”
John Norman was aware of her ef
“ ’Ow’s that?” called the bowler
forts, as his foot was beside hers on
The youthful umpire hesitated over
the rail of the seat ahead. When he his decision and looked' uncomfortable,
felt a sharp tug at his shoestring, he with a nervous glance over his
understood its significance. He knew shoulder ip the direction of the or
also by the energetic twist that the chard.
offending string was tied in a hard
Then a juvenile voice hurtled across
POTTSTOW N, PENN’A.
knot and that was as ft should be.
the meadow from the direction of the
She signaled the conductor to stop lane;
Designs and Estimates Furn
at a corner some distance from her
“You _cau give the old bloke ‘ouf
home, rather than at the nearer one, now, Billy—we’ve got all the plums we
ished Free of Charge.
where they must alight together. He want!”
understood the significance of this also.
The farmer didn’t wait for the offi
ET TOUR Posters Printed at She was getting off, bundle laden, to cial decision, nor did the umpire stay
the Independent Office.
avoid the. possibility of any association to give it.—-London Telegraph.
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THE POOR CAT.
One Occasion When the Animal Did
Not Come Back.
When the cat died the whole family
went into mourning, figuratively if not
literally. No common back door cat
this, but one th at must be buried with
all honor. The question was how and
where.
Some one proposed cremation, but
this was rejected on the ground th at
it sounded too much like lynching. I t
was finally proposed that the father,
who had to cross a ferry every day to
his place of business, should drop it
overboard, and as a burial at sea rath
er appealed to the sentimental attitude
of the family this Idea was received
favorably.
The following morning the remains
o f‘the cat were made Into a package
and securely tied. It was a lovely day,
and the ferryboat was crowded with
passengers, and what had seemed so
simple at home assumed unexpected
difficulties in the face of a curious
crowd, ready to imagine anything and
to put the worst construction on an ap
parently mysterious action.
Finally It occurred to the father that
the best time would be the evening,
and he could slip the cat overboard
without attracting notice In the dusk.
Through the day It- occupied a comer
of his office, and he was glad when the
time came for the return trip.
He waited until the boat was well
out In the stream and then, glancing
around furtively, laid his hand on the
package. Suddenly it struck him w hat
would seem strange in broad daylight
would seem doubly so at night.
With a smothered groan he replaced
it on the seat beside him. There was
no help for it—he would have to carry
it home again.
As he took his seat in the train that
was to convey him the rest of the way
he placed the cat on the shelf above
his head and for the first time that
day forgot all about it. Hurrying to
get off the car when he reached his
destination, he was halted by some one
behind him, who thrust into his hand
the ill fated package.
When he reached his bouse he threw
it down on a chair in the hall and went
in to supper. In the middle of it the
maid came in and asked how she
should cook the meat he had brought
with him?”
“Meat!” he exclaimed. “T hat isn’t
meat ! I t’s”—
But at this moment the maid pro
duced the package and showed him" a
choice piece of meat. History does not
say what the man said who got the
cat.—New York Sun.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
A boy’s idea of a hero is another
boy who runs away from borne.
Nothing is so often overestimated as
the information given confidentially.
As a rule, what a man calls his
rights represent merely desired privi
leges.
You may have forgotten more than
the other man knows and still be a
short horse.
The man who is scared into being
good is the one most likely to boost
of his exceeding virtue.
There are lots of ways of wasting
time. Feeling sorry for yourself brings
about as little returns as any.
When a man goes to church and
hears a sermon which seems intended
expressly for him, he never enjoys it
very much.
As the prize winner in the biggest
baby contest, the man who doesn’t get
sick very often is a strong competitor
when he does.—Atchison Globe.
Drinking Excuses.
Excuses for drinking are always at
hand. Here are the five familiar ones:
Good wine, a friend, or being dry,
Or lest we should be by and by—
Or any other reason why.

If they don’t suffice one can always
fall back upon Dr. Sam Johnson’s,
“He who makes a beast of himself
gets rid of the pain of being a man.”
On the other hand, here are three rea
sons, one of them cogent, that a Bos
tonian gave for not drinking:
“First.—I can’t drink, for I’ve just
lost a near relative. Second (when
mueh pressed). — No, I really can’t
You know I’m president of a temper
ance society. Third (when he was
much more pressed).—No, I can't, in
deed. I’ve just had four or five cock
tails.”—Boston Globe.
Shopping In London.
One of the first things an American
man or woman rushes out to buy in
London is a serviceable well cut mack
intosh, and the second article to be
purchased is usually an umbrella. A
man can buy in London a smart wa
terproof which with occasional reproof
ing will last him a lifetime for 3 or 4
guineas. In New York a very bad imi
tation will cost him from $40 to $50.
The British umbrella is not only a
thing of beauty in workmanship, but
it will outlast all competitors across
the seas.—London Express.
Mixed.
Here is a mixture of kingdoms, if not
of metaphors, taken from a history ex
amination paper: “He stretched his
sultry length beneath the ewe tree’s
shade.” “Away back as far as the time
of Jack Cartier England sent her ships
into Hudson bay to trade beads and
muskets with the Indians for ivory off
the walrus tree.”—Century.
,
Not an Expert Opinion.
“He has just returned from Mexi
co. He says a Mexican burro is the
most aggravatingly stubborn thing on
earth.”
“He isn’t married.”—Houston Post.
Vague.

“My husband is really very atten
tive. Yesterday he bought me a dozen
veils.”—Meggendorfer Blatter.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.
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San F ranciscans are up against a hard
object lesson. Devoted to the tariff idol they
elected Congressmen who opposed a sus
pension of duty on lumber and structural
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
steel, and they are now complaining bitterly
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. on account of the exorbitant T ru st prices of
the commodities referred to. Every man who
builds or repairs a house or a barn pays a
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor. due
proportion of blood money on account of
the blessed tariff. All knees down in front of
Thursday, July 11, 1907.
the ■O
.great American idol!

The Independent

An ounce of do something is of much
T hat shortage of something like five hun
more value than yards of stale intentions.
dred is more thanalingeringecho of apolitical
contest. The quiet passing of a sombrero in
Good citizenship depends upon sane the shades of the Latin quarter of the Hub
thinking, good morals, rational efforts, and may result in lining the bottom of the de
the doing of something for the good of the pleted exchequer with “cart wheels” for the
cancellation of some overdue obligations. In
general public.
a hard pinch the sarsaparilla contingent in
W. B. Kirkpatrick, having purchased Pottstown, and the ginger ale braves in Conthe plant of Yeakel & Son, is now editor and shobocken might do a little something, too.
proprietor of the North Wales Record. Suc Perhaps they will.
cess, and plenty of it, to the new owner in the
According to a computation made by the
field of county journalism.
American Grocer, a trade journal, the amount
I p editor Meredith, of Perkasie, should of alcoholic beverages consumed by the peo
display a warlike spirit for a week or two the ple of the United States in 1906, reached 1,brethren of the press will be wise if they 800,000,000 gallons, for which it estimated
keep their arms down. Ju st now our Perkasie that the purchasers paid nearly a billion and
a half. This is a striking total, if the esti
brother is not to be trifled with.
mate given can be assumed to be given ap
proximately correct. Yet it should be ob
F rom the New York Times: “No Ameri
served, by those who may be disposed to re
can but would rejoice to see the day when we
gard these figures as indicative of gross in
should be able with honor to abandon our
temperance, that it is also asserted that
costly, troublesome and sadly bungled task of
practically nine-tenths of the liquids thus
governing the Philippines.”
consumed consisted of beer, most brands of
which contain only a small percentage of
E ditor Woodmansee rounded out twenty alcohol.
years of service at the helm of the Lansdale
Reporter last week. He is up front in the
J oseph H. Choate, of New York, one of
journalistic aggregation and the indications the delegates to the Peace Conference to The
are that he will stay there for years to come. Hague, as reported by a foreign dispatch,
Congratulations.
says in relation to the rumor of war with
Japan : “There is nothing in it. The relations
T he greater the freedom of thought and between the American and the Japanese Gov
expression in relation to all the subjects ernments are such as to be absolutely un
which engage the attention of men and women ruffled by the silly nonsense printed in a few
the more rapid the progress of humanity in papers. The notion that any responsible
the direction of a higher civilization. Free person in either Japan or the United States
discussion is a powerful uplifting agency.
wanted trouble is utterly without foundation.
At The Hague conference nothing could be
During the fiscal year recently ended more cordial than the relations between the
1463 vessels of 510,865 gross tons were built American and the Japanese delegations. As
in the United States. This is the greatest for the reported intention to have an Ameri
tonnage built in any year of the past half cen can fleet cruise along the Pacific Coast, no
tury. The record year is 1855, when the ship sane person could regard this as implying
construction in this country aggregated even the shadow of a menace to anybody.
583,450 tons, greatly exceeding that of Great Whether it was necessary to announce the
intended cruise nearly twelve months ahead
Britain.
of the arrival of the ships at San Francisco is
The editor of the I ndependent is not a matter of opinion, but in any case it is a
disposed to discourage the editor of the Nor mere coincidence and is without any political
ristown Times in his warfare upon literary significance. ”
pirates. If he can smite them effectually he
A few years ago it was the opinion of
will do well. But he must be advised that his
many
citizens that Uncle Sam’s acquisition
targets have thick, tough hides. If editor
of
the
Philippines and Hawaii would result in
Maginley could practice, between times, upon
a rhinoceros, he might get some valuable more trouble and expense than eredit and
profit. But the disciples of a certain form of
experience.
false altruism largely based on naval glory,
.gunpowder and bullets, proposed to civilize
I t is reported from Washington that the
and christianize the Phili pinos to the glory of
question whether a labor union can be pun
expansion and the United States. The soished as a T rust will have to be decided by
called imperialists objected to the coercion
the Supreme Court of the United States at its
and adoption of a people alien to our habits,
next term. A very interesting and sug
customs, and standards of enlightenment.
gestive question. If it is unlawful to effect
They also argued that the acquisition of such
combinations against a free, competitive
foreign and distant territory would greatly
market as to the products of labor, how is it
increase our vulnerability on the Pacific to
with combinations against free, competitive
foreign powers and add greatly and need
labor, itself? That’s the question.
lessly, without any compensatory consider
ations, to the national expense in the mainte
Observes the Baltimore Sun : “If the nance of an enlarged navy. Thus far every
North and South have not, after forty years, argument advanced by the imperialists or
become reunited so that a Presidential candi “ mossbacks” has been fully sustained by ex
date may come from any State in the Union, perience in fostering the Phili pinos and in
then it is idle to talk of reunion. The South attempting to do for them, artificially, what
has been giving her electoral vote to Northern the processes of Nature have failed to do in
men for three or four decades, and if the thousands of years. And now comes a clincher
North objects to voting for a man, however in the information that our great navy is
well qualified he may be, simply because he going “to teach the world a lesson” by being
lives in a Southern State, then all the talk of transferred in large part from the Atlantic to
reconciliation has simply been sound and the Pacific ocean. While the world at large
nothing more. No man could be selected is being taught a lesson the people of the
from any Northern or Western State more United States will be afforded an opportunity
loyal to the Constitution than Senator Daniel to learn something of a lesson, to o ; some
and other Southern men who might be named, thing in relation to the effects of the blatherand none could inspire more completely the ings of pretentious jingoists shouting for the
confidence of the business people of the land. expansion of territory and the attempted ac
With such men in the ranks of tbeDemocratic complishment of impossible things for the
party as Daniel and Montague of Virginia, glory of the flag! Some of these same jingo
Gray of Delaware, and Culberson of Texas, ists are now itching to get Uncle Sam into a
why should the party invite inevitable defeat naval engagement with Japan, for more glory,
by continuing to nominate a gentleman whom of course. That they have received encour
the country has twice rejected? Do the agement on account of the action of the naval
authorities is not doubted.
Democratic masses prefer defeat?”

/
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A HUGE NAVAL
DEMONSTRATION

YOTTR

Foreign Powers to be Shown Effici
ency of American Warships.
IS

NO

MENAGE

TO

JAPAN

Oyster Bay, July 8.—The significance
Df Rear Admiral Brownson’s addition
to the somewhat -meagre information
which had come from PresiSjfcit Roose
velt regarding the contemplated two>cean manoeuvres of the Atlantic bat
tleship fleet, is regarded here as hav
ing been overlooked in the comment
which has since been indulged in on
both continents. Admiral Brownson
came to Oyster Bay to take lunch with
the president, professing entire ignor
ance of the manoeuvre plans. When ha
left Sagamore Hill the admiral had one
thought which he wished emphasized
—that it was desirable and important
to demonstrate to the world how
quickly the American navy could trans
fer its fighting strength from one ocean
to the other. This was distinctly an
addition to the president’s previous
statement, issued through Secretary
Loeb, wherein the object of the ma
noeuvres was said to he an exercise
movement for the benefit of the navy,
to perfect itos training in fleet exer
cise on an extended scale, the. purpose
and effect of the plan being for the
benefit of the navy alone.
In everything that has come from the
President regarding the movement, it
has been indicated th at the fleet,
wherever it may go, is to be brought
back to the Atlantic, and that the re
turn is to be as much a demonstra
tion of speed as the outward journey.
While it is asserted with all possible
emphasis th at there is no foundation
for apprehension of trouble, immediate
or future, between the United States
and Japan, the proposed demonstra
tion with the fleet can be looked upon
in no other light than that President
Roosevelt intends to use the American
navy for exactly that purpose for
which he has advocated its augmenta
tion—a guarantee of international
peace.
Japan Calm, But Surprised.
Tokio, July 8.—Confirmation of the
report th at a powerful battleship
squadron would be sent to the Pacific
has been generally received with calm
ness, though there is some surprise
in certain quarters well versed in di
plomatic niceties. Though it is offi
cially stated th at the dispatch of the
battleships to the Pacific is not direct
ed towards Japan, it is felt here that
it is most inopportune when an at
tempt is evidently going on to impair
the traditional friendship between Japan and the United States.
We Are Acquiring Japan’s Enmity.
London, July 8.—The present tension
between the United States and Japan
is exciting the keenest interest among
all the European diplomatists. None of
them, however, believe th at it will
»each the stage of warfare, because
the heavy burden of debt Japan is car
rying as a result of her failure to ob
tain indemnity from Russia forbids her
embarking on a similar costly enter
prise in the next decade. It is recog
nized nevertheless that the United
States is acquiring the enmity of Ja
pan as one of her national assets
which may prove a handicap in the
event of trouble with any other power.

include a good, substantial UMBRELLA. You
w ill find them here to meet all tastes,
all prices and all storms.
We are making a great feature of Sunshades and Rain Protectors.
In PARASOLS you will find very natty affairs -in all white, linen
plain and with eyelet embroidery, hemstitched, and also figured madras'
Then there are colored silks in the newest modes and plaids. All with
natural wood handles, stained handles. There is a special lot of white
silk and Dresden Silk Parasols that will delight the hearts of dainty
parasol admirers.

An Extensive Variety of Sun
Umbrellas in Popular Colors.

3$rendlinger’&J
NORRISTOW N. p/\.

The Original BORNEMAN

D bntal

Anti-Imperialists Against Retention of
Islands.
Boston, July 10.—The Anti-Imperial
ist League made an appeal for action
against “the continued and indefinite
retention of the Philippine Islands.”
The appeal says in part:
“The immense and unprofitable bur
den of these possessions has never
been felt more strongly than today,
but, in the popular apprehension that
the United States might have become
Involved in war, it is now realized
that their defense would demand an
almost impossible military and naval
force on the other side of the globe.
The absurdity of an enormous sacri
fice of life and treasure to defend a
territory whose inhabitants are discon
tented with their relation to the United
States, a relationship which is de
plored by the great majority of our
own liberty loving citizens, has become
patent. A sale to Japan has been sug
gested in many quarters as a method
ef escaping from the dilemma. But to
sell 8,000,000 people and their homes
to any one is clearly immoral and con
trary to American principles.
“There Is one simple, ju st and prac
tical method of relief for both coun
tries, Which we urge with renewed em
phasis, viz.: A pledge of early and
complete independence to the Philip
pines, together with a ‘neutralization’
by all the great powers, including Ja
pan. It is clearly demonstrated that
there is a large and influential class
of educated Eilipinos who are able to
guide their fellow citizens in self-govornment.”

arlous

---- NOW OPEN A X ---- -

415 D E K A L B ST.
i s r o i R i R i S T O 'W 'i s r ,
FIR8T-CLA8S PLATE WOKE A 8PECIALTT.
THE BE8T SERVICE GUARAH.
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
10-18-ly.
S. S. BO KNEMAN, » . D. S.

T h e Big C lothing Event!
C ra w fo rd ’s C le a ra n ce Sale.
Everything at Reduced Prices.
All New and Stylish Clothing.

SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.

SPRING STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to
Select From.

Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $ 1 0 0 to $3.00.
Our Hate are sold by all stores in,this section. A8K FOR THEE.

Germany Thinks It Means War.
Berlin, July 8.—The conviction of an
ultimate conflict between Japan and 10.u.
the United States appears to be wide
spread in Germany. It is believed by
many that the group of ruling states
men in Japan a re . preparing to fight
the United States for the mastery of
the Pacific, regardless of the San Fran
cisco incidents.
WOULD FREE FILIPINOS

tP

Tracey, : the Hatter,
38 S. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.

JOINT

SUMMER GOODS
AT

ADMINISTRATION RIrownbacks Store
Your wife as one of your exec
utors, and this Company as the
other would relieve her of all
worry and detail, besides giving
a guarantee of an experienced ad
viser and an efficient adminis
tration.
The officers of this Company will
be pleased to talk the matter over
with you.

SUMMER DRESS GOODS, including
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces, Em
broideries, &c." Line of Muslins, Calicoes,
and Ginghams, complete.

Penn Trnst Co.
Tbe Company that pay. 3 PER
CENT. Interest for every day
the money is on deposit.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
JtCLL STOCK OF

Gents’ Furnishing Goods, »C arp et Sweepers*
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main 8t., Near Station,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
.
Have buyers and renters waiting for
R
desirable cheap country properties. Send
eal e s t a t e w a s t e d

in your list. No charge except I make a
sale.
H. L. BECHTEL,
Embroidery Factory Burned.
3337 Ridge Ave., Pbila., Pa.
Lancaster, Pa.) July 10.—Fire of un 10-18.
known origin destroyed the Triumph
embroidery factory at Columbia. The
I f you have anything to
loss is $75,000. Three hundred people
tell, advertize if in the Independent
are thrown out of employment.

Six Different Styles.
GENTS’ FURNISHING .GWDs th‘!
variety. Dress and Neglige Shirts
will please buyers.
THE BEST MADE SHOES to suit »
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, a*1“
styles.
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT_con
tains anything required in good ires •
pendable stock. /
,
Summer Horse Clothing, Lap Spi®a ’
&c., &c.
Full line of Hardware, Poultry
Netting—all sizes.

E. G. Brownback, Trapp6-

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

HERMAN WETZEL’S

Men’s Suits, formerly $20 and $22,

now
Men’s Suits, formerly $15 and $16,
now
Men’s Suits, formerly $12 and $13,
now
Men’s Suits, formerly $ 10.00,
now
Young Men’s Suits, Reduced from $15 to
Young Men’s Suits,
“ from $10 & $11,
Young Men’s Suits, Reduced from $8.50,

HERM AN

W ETZEL,

66 and 68 E. Main St.
h

e

a

d

q

$16.00
$12.50
$ 10.00
$ 8.00
$ 12.00
$ 8.50
$ 6.00

NORRISTOWN, PA
u

a

r

t

e

r

s

F O R

Men ’s F urnishing Goods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRI8TOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything

Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
lic bouse of Nathan S. Hartenstlne, York St.
Hotel, Thursday, August 8, from 8 a. m. to 1
p. m.
Upper Salford Township, at the public house
ofS. N. Smith, Woxall, Tuesday, August 13,
from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Marlboro Township, at the public bouse of
Samuel Barndt, - umney town, Tuesday, August
18, from 11.45 a. m. to 3.15 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
Quintus M. Kline, Tuesday, August 18, from 4
to 5.30 p m.
New HanoverTownshtp, East Distriot, at the
public house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
Wednesday, August 14, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Upper Hanover Township, Second District, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Harlngs,
Wednesday, August 14, from 9.30 to 11 80 a. m .
Red Hill Borough, at the public'honse of C.
M. lnhoff, Red Hill, Wednesday, August 14,
from 1 to 2.30 d m.
Peunsburg-Borough and Upper Hanover, First
District, at the publio house of Chas. A, Kueule,
Wednesday, August 14, from 3 to 6 p. in.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
Township, Third District, at the public house of
Harvey E. Werley, East Greenville,Thursday,
August 15, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Douglass Township, East District, at the pub
lic house of James Rlnker, Congo, Tuesday,
Augu8t20, from9.30a. m. to l p. m.
Douglass Township, West District, at the pub
lic house of H .G . Shaner, Gilbertsvllle, Tues
day, August 20, from 2 to 4 p. m.
New Hanover Township, West District, at the
publio house of Jeremiah G. Rhoads, Swamp,
Wednesday, August 21, from 6 to 10 a. m.
Frederick Township, West District, at the
house of H. Walter Williams, Green-Tree
Subtle
lotel, Wednesday, August 21, from 11 a. m. to
2 p. m.
Frederick Township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Samuel H. Hugos, Zieglersvllle,
Wednesday, August 21, from 3.30 to 4.30 p. m
Taxes «111 be received at the C.ount\ Treas
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
tember 15, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
3 p. m.
Correspondence to receive attention mustbe
accompamied with postage for reply and in all
cases location o f property, whether I d Township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after Sep
tember 10 will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurernn or
before September 15, 1907, will be given Into the
hands of a collector, when 5 p tr cent, will be
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
HENRY B. FREED,
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
April 1, 1907.

Interstate Commerce Commission De
cides It Doesn’t Discriminate.
Washington, July 9.—The interstate
commerce commission has decided
that the Jim Crow car law is not dis
criminatory where equal facilities are
furnished to both races. In passing
138 WEST MAIM STREET,
upon the constitutionality of the laws
NO RRISTO W N, PA. enacted by southern states requiring
10-18.
railroads to furnish separate coaches
for the races, the commission holds
1HE
PER CENT. FIRST MORT
“th at the broad question of the right
GAGE
under the 13th and 14th amendments
of the constitution to segregate white
C O L L E G E V IL L E
and colored passengers has been up
held by the supreme court of the Unit
—OF—
ed States.”
The decision in the Jim Crow car
Wissahickon Electric Company for Sale.
case was written by Commissioner
Franklin K. Lane, of Salifornia, and
For fall particulars write
there was not a dissenting opinion
P A Y S
among the entire membership of the
GOTWALS & BEYER,
TWO PER CENT, on daily balances commission. This fact in itself is sig55E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
hificant, for when the railway rate bill
exceeding $200 ; subject to check.
was before congress one of the most
THREE PER C?ENT* on all Savings persistent arguments offered in oppo
Fund
Accounts
of
$1.00
and
upwards.
"W E
sition to the measure by its opponents
Courteous and careful treatment accorded in the south related to the possibility
of the people of that section being
all patrons. Tour favors solicited.
deprived of the right to compel ne
groes to ride in separate coaches.
OFFICERS:
— ANDThe most recent outcry against the
A . D. FETTEROLF, P r e s id e n t .
law providing separate coaches for the
M. B. LINDERMAN, V ic e -P r e s id e n t .
races was that of Senator Foraker In
W. D. RENNINGER, C a s h ie r .
his speech at Wilberforce, O., when
DIRECTORS;
he urged the negroes to resist the en
A. D. Fetterolf,
M. B. Linderman,
forcement of this law.

WM. HI. G-IXiBEIRT,
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A TEST EYES

Eye Glasses of All Kinds,

And Replace Broken Lenses
Kerper & Custer, Jewelers

H. T. Hunsicker,
B. F. Steiner,
Horace Place,
A . C. Landis,
F. J. Clamer,
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegass,
Dr. E. A Krusen,
John U. Francis, Jr.
W. P. Fenton,
E. S. Moser,
I. S. Bucher,
John D. Frantz,
I. T. Haldeman.

TO TAXPAYERS.
Taxes.
N ' OTICECounty

I d pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto,
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet
the taxpayers of said county at the following
23S HIGH STREET,
named places and time for the purpose of re
ceiving the County, State and Log Taxes for
the
year 1907, assessed In their respective dis
I10'11POTTSTOWN, PA. tricts,
viz:
Horsham Township, at the public house of J .
K. Hallowell, Thursday, July 11, from 9 to 11
a. m.
Moreland Township, Lower District, at the
public honse of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse
F O R
Hotel, Thursday, July 11, from 12.30 to 2.80 p. m.
Hatboro Borough, at the public house of Cyrus
C . Moore, Hatboro, Thursday, July 11, from 3 to
6 p. m.
Moreland Township, Upper District, at the
public house of Charles F. Ehrenfort, Willow
Grove, Friday, J uly 12, from 7 to 9 a. m.
Ablngton Township, Ablngton and Weldon
Districts, at the public eouse of Daniel Man
—GO TO—
ning, Weldon, Friday, July 12, from 9.30 to 11.30
a. m.
Cheltenham Township, West, First, Second
and Third Districts, at the public house of Han
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Friday, July 12,
from 1 to 3 p. m.
Lower Salford Township, West District, at
the public house of Harry Pluck, LederachviUe,
Monday, July 16, from 8.30to 11 a. m.
Lower Salford Township, East District, at the
public house of A. &. Kline, Harleysville, Mon
day, July 15, from 12.30 to 4.30 p. m.
Try Our Coffees,
sklppack Township, at the public honse of
Henry H . Wolf, Skippack, Tuesday, July 16,
Canned Goods,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
Towamencln Township, at the public bouse of
Dried Fruits
S. C. Bean, Kulpsvllle, Tuesday, J uly 16, from 1
to 4 p. m.
Franconia Township, West District, at the
an£ Confectionery.
public bouse of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
Square, Wednesday, July 17, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Franconia Township, East District, at the
public house of JacobM. Kuhn, Reliance, Wed
nesday, July 17, from 1.30 to 8.30 p. m.
Salford Township, at the public house of
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Thursday, July
18, from 9 to 11 a. m.
West Telford Borough, at the public houso of
John M. Kuhn, Thursday, July 18, from 1 to 3
C O L L E « E T IL L E , P A .
p. m.
Souderton Borough, at the public house of
William H.Freed, Friday, July 19, from 9 a . m.
^&ily and Sunday Papers.
to 8 p. m.
Lansdale Borough, South ward, at the publio
house of Harry B. Krause, Monday, July 22,
from 10 a. m. to 2 p . m.
Lansdale Borough, East ward, a t the public
house of Edward J. Dredge Tuesday, J uly 23,
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Lansdale Borough, West ward, at the public
house of Robert C. Lownes, Wednesday, July
24, from 10a. m. to 2 p. m.
Upper Providence, Lower District, at Provi
W ish ed
187S.
dence Hall, Thursday, July 26, from 8.30 to 10.10
a. m.
Hatfield Township and Hatfield Horough, at
the public house or Chester Knlpe, Hatfield,
Friday, July 26, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Montgomery Township, at the public house of
Harry Werkhelser, Montgomeryvtlle, Friday,
July 26, from 1.30 to s p. m .
Pottstown Borough, West ward, at tbo public
house of W. R. Shuler, Tuesday, July 30, from
10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
West Pottsgrove Township, at the publio
house of Joseph M. Sellnger, Bramcote, Wed
nesday, July 31, from 8 to 9.80 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
AND
at the public house of Harry Gilbert, Wednes
day, July 31,from 10.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.
Lower Pottsgrove Township, at the publio
house of Geo. B Lovengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Thursday, August 1, from 8 to 10 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Slxthand Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Thurs
J.
IN VARIETY.
day, August 1, from 11 a. in. to 4 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
«V» ¿ » n m k 111/ i^akes and Confection- at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Tues
W Smm h?. d- Iee Cream and Water day, August 6, from 10.30a. m. to 3.80 p. in.
Upper Pottsgrove Township, at the public
^«dtn|Tand pfrtíeg® glVe" to 8UPP1*ln* house of Samuel Geiger. Half Way House
Hotel, Wednesday, August 7, from 8 to9 a. m .
% JOHN Hi CUSTER,
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the publie house of Jacob H. Brendllnger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Wednesday, August 7, from 16 a. m . to 4 p. m.

FRESH GOODS

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

Daniel H . Bartman,

the o ld s t a n d

Choice Bread
C a k e s

more shaving of scalps and the lockstep has been given up.
There are 30 less prisoners in the
penitentiary than were there a year
ago because of the adoption of the
parole idea.

Fairbanks Rescues Girl.
Chicago, July 10. — Vice President
Fairbanks risked his life to save Miss
Lena Waters, a waitress at the Park
hotel. Seeing a young woman strug
gling in the lake while sitting on the
hotel porch, Mr. Fairbanks rat;, throw
ing his coat as he sped. Ire rushed
past two men who stood on a pier with
mouths agape in alarm. When the vice
president leaped into the water and
made for the girl one of the men fol
lowed. The men dragged the uncon
scious girl to shore after hard work.
After some effort the girl was resusci
tated.

Determined to Die.
Johnstown, Pa., July 8. — Grieving
over the death of Mrs. Mary Duman,
his landlady, with whom he had lived
for 10 years, and who dropped dead in
the street from heart failure, caused
by excessive fright during a thunder
storm, Albert Menser slashed his
throat so terribly th at he will die. De
termined not to be thwarted in his ef
forts to take his life, after receiving
medical attention he tore the band
ages from his throat and sank his
finger nails into the wounds.

Child Took Fatal Dose.
' New Brunswick, N. J., July 9.—Mary
O’Grady, the 7-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O’Grady, of
Philadelphia, died at the home of her
aunt, Mrs. O’Connor, here, with con
vulsions. Through a mistake she
drank some of the contents of a bottle
of alcohol, with fatal results. She was
visiting here while her mother is in a
Philadelphia hospital.'

NEWS KEPT FROM LEWIS
Child Born to Wife of Accused Mur
derer On the “Fourth.”
West Chester, Pa., July 10.—The
news that since his incarceration he
has become a father has been carefully
withheld from Irwin A. Lewis, who
awaits trial in the county jail here on
the charge of having murdered his
stepdaughter, Mary Newlin. His child
was bom on July 4, and it has been
feared th at knowledge of this might
upset him, and perhaps lead to fur
ther unwise confidences on the part of
the prisoner.
The child was born at the home of
John Newlin, father of Mrs. Irwin Lew
is, where she has been staying since
the alleged confession of her husband
that he buried Mary Newlin.
The difficulty which arose over the
admission of the testimony of District
Attorney MacElree, which has been
said to be the only evidence that Lew
is has confessed, has been obviated by
the action of Mr. MacElree in declin
ing to prosecute the case. He regrets
that he cannot conduct the case, but
thinks th at he will be more powerful
as a witness.
BABY CLAIMS GIRARD ESTATE

Drowned Trying to Save Niece.
Glastonbury, Conn., July 8.—In an
attem pt to rescue his niece, Miss Jen
nie Baxter, of Hartford, from drown
ing in the Connecticut river, Carl
Funck went down to death with her.
Miss Baxter, who was accounted a
fair swimmer, had gone into the wa
ter. When some distance from shore
she began to sink and called for help.
Funck attempted her rescue, but both
were drowned.

Child Dies of Alcoholism.
Greensburg, Pa., July 9. — Andrew
Stephen. 4 years old, son of John
Stephen, is dead at his home at Whit
ney, Unity township, of acute alco
holism. The child found a pint bottle
of whiskey and drank it all, dying
four hours later.

Pie Mars Girl’s Beauty.
Hagerstown, Md., July 10. — Miss
Josephine Eavey will be marred for
life. While helping her mother to make
custard pies she fainted and fell with
her face in a pie th at Mrs. Eavey had
just taken from the stove. She was
frightfully burned, the scalding con
tents of the pie covering her from chin
to forehead.

MISS SCHENCK’S
BRIEF ROMANCE

HANGED FROM WINDOW

JIM CROW CAR LAW VALID

•on are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
■will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

Also REPAIR Spectacles and

cians and her condition is critical. Tne
assault occurred at an old quarry in a
woods, near the girl’s home, where she
was found almost dead several hours
later by persons who chanced to pass
the place.

Says She Was Duped by Manager
of Vanderbilt Horses.

IS ILL AND SPURNED AS BRIDE
New York, July 10.—Miss Florence
R. Schenck, the Virginia girl who
drove some of Alfred G. Vanderbilt’s
blue ribbon winners a t the London in
ternational horse show and who cre
ated a scene when the steamship Min
nehaha docked by declaring hysteri
cally that Charles H. Wilson, manager
of the Vanderbilt show horses, was
about to abandon her, is confined to
her bed at the Hotel Victoria. Propped
up with pillows she again tearfully
told her story of romance and declar
ed that she would kill Wilson on
sight.
“Just let him cross m y'path again,”
she cried, “and I .will shoot him. I
now realize th at our supposed mar
riage was illegal and that I have been
duped. He has a wife living and the
ceremony which I thought sacred
amounts to nothing. I am alone and
unprotected and without a friend on
this side of the water. There is ^ t h 
ing I can do now but return to my
friends in London. It is impossible for
me to secure a reconciliation with my
father.”
Wilson was seen on board of the
Minnehaha. He denied all the state
ments made by Miss Schenck. He
talked freely and somewhat bitterly
of Miss Schenck. He declared that
the young woman was seeking notori
ety and intended to go on the stage.
Wilson said:
“I met the girl on the street in Nor
folk. I looked at her and she looked
at me and then I spoke to her. Then
I took her out to the horse show. She
told me th at she was engaged to a
lieutenant but that she despised him.
She said she was tired of life in Nor7
folk. I suggested that she come to
New *York with me but I told her I
had a wife. I never proposed mar
riage to her; as to a ceremony, th at’s
-all nonsense.
_/ “In New York we ran into my wife
a t the Waldorf, but I introduced Miss
Schenck as a friend of mine and my
wife and I took her out to the farm,
near';Newport, with us. There Mrs.
Wilson ordered Miss Schenck out of
the house. I haven’t lived with my
wife since.”
It is now more than six months ago
since southern social circles were
stirred by the report that Florence
Schenck, one of the best horsewomen
in Norfolk, daughter of Powhatan S.
Schenck, a former surgeon in the navy,
and granddaughter of a former gov
ernor of Virginia, had abandoned her
home and a prpspective marriage with
Lieutenant Thurlow, United States
navy, to go abroad with the Vander
bilt string of horses and show her skill
as a driver on the tan barks on the
other side.
Society gasred, and then, a week
later, when Dr. Schenck publicly an
nounced that he ha4 cast his daughter
off forever and blotted her from his
memory, society gasped again, and
went about its affairs.

Lawyers For Denver Child Seek to
Break Philadelphia Man’s Will.
Denver, Colo., July 10.—Born in this
city on the Fourth of July, a baby boy
may grow up to be the possessor of
the $100,000,000 Girard estate of Phila
delphia. Charles G. F. Franzeen is the
father, and the mother’s maiden name
was Lulu Giegerich, granddaughter of
Stephen Girard’s brother, Thedro.
Attorneys have been employed who
will try to break the will left by Ste
phen Girard. Mrs. Franzeen can trace
her ancestry directly back to the
brother, who would be aa heir In the
absence of direct descent.
Stephen Girard married, but his wife
forsook him. This, it is aaid, gives a
good case for the descendants of the
brother to work on, and the attorneys
TO HELP PRISONERS
have evidence in their possession that
may bring all this wealth to a Denver Jersey Head Keeper Will Let Them
baby.
Make Complaints.
TFenton, N. J., Jul*y 9.—Head Keeper
Osbgrne, of the state prison, has in
POSSE PURSUBS BRUTE
troduced a new id’ee in that institu
Girl Assaulted Near Pittsburg and tion. Every Saturday he wMl give au
dience to prisoners who have com
Lynching Threatened.
Pittsburg, July 8.—Elizabeth Meds- plaints to make to hhn or favors to
gar, 14 years old, the young daughter ask. Convicts must make application
of prominent and wealthy residents of for this interview on' Friday of each
Wes|. Newton, Pa., near here, was as week.
Mr. Osborne believes th at by show
saulted by a man for whom the author
ities and three parties of citizens are ing a personal interest in the affairs
now searching. One posse, headed by of the conviqts he can soften their dis
relatives of the girl, is heavily armed positions and make better men of
them. Through his efforts the striped
and »a lynching is threatened.
Th« eirl is under Jfoe.cpxe of physi suits have been- abolished, there is no

New York Woman Took Ingenious
Way to Commit Suicide.
, New York, July 9.—Hanging from
the third story window of her home,
Mrs. Rosanna Provinsona committed
suicide and her body was discovered
by a number of girls on their way to
work.
Mrs. Provinsona, who has been de
mented for some time, chose the in
genious method of ending her life after
her two daughters had retired. Tying
a rope to a bedpost she made it fast
to the two legs of a table, passed it
through the room where the two girls
were sleeping, and after knotting a
noose around her neck dropped from
the window.
The rope was suffijciently long to
allow the woman’s body to drop two
stories. The drop broke Mrs. Provinsona’e neck. Her body- dangled in
front of the house, in full view of
scores of passersby. After a crowd
had gathered two young women awoke
the daughters, vho summoned the po
lice.
EASY TO ROB A MENNONITE
His Religion Won’t Let Him Use Vio
lence On a Burglar.
Lancaster, Pa., July 8.—Christian
Nolt, a Mennonite farmer, was awaken
ed at an early hour by the screams of
his wife. She saw a burglar in the
room, and when he saw that his pres
ence was known, he crawled under the
bed on which Mrs. Nolt and her hus
band were sleeping.
Mr. Nolt’s inconvenient religion did
not allow him to use force to dislodge
the burglar, and for two hours they
quaked in fear. Finally, at Mrs. Nolt’s
suggestion, they, jumped from the bed
and ran to an adjoining room were
their children were.
From th at room Mr. Nolt ordered the
fellow to leave the house and berated
him for frightening them.
The thief said he could not find his
way out, and Mr. Nolt lighted a lamp
and the fellow walked downstairs.
At Mr. Nolt’s request he. faced
around so as a good look could be se
cured of him, and he then quietly bade
the Nolts good-night. He secured no
plunder.

MAYOR SCHMITZ
GETS FIVE YEARS
Frisco’s Chief Magistrate Sent to
Jail For Extortion.

SENTENCE

BRINGS

CHEERS

San Francisco, July 9.—Mayor Eu
gene E. Schmitz, convicted of extor
tion, was sentenced to five years in
the penitentiary. When the sentence
was pronounced there was a remark
able outburst of applause from the
hundreds of persons who crowded
Judge Dunne’s court room.
Judge Dunne sentenced Mayor
Schmitz to imprisonment in San Quen
tin penitentiary. Sentence followed
the recent conviction of Schmitz for
extorting $1175 from French restaur
ant keepers of San Francisco.
As the last words of the sentence
fell from the judge’s lips the great
crowd that had stood throughout the
dramatic scene, sent up a thunderous
cheer. “Good for you,” shouted a man
in the back of the room. His ejacula
tion was echoed and re-echoed by one
after another of the spectators. Sev
eral threw their hats into the air;
others scrambled upon chairs to look
over the shoulders of the crowd, the
greatest confusion prevailed.
Attorney Fairall, of the defense,
raising his voice above the din, called
out to Judge Dunne;
“You honor, this cheering is a very
unseemly occurrence.”
“Well,” retorted Judge Dunne with
spirit, “if we had a sheriff worthy of
the name it would have been stopped
instantly.”
The sentencing of the convicted
mayor was in one respect without a
parallel in the criminal annals of San
Francisco. Half a dozen times Judge
Dunne was interrupted by Schmitz,
who protested in strong words against
the “delivery of a lecture ,’1 instead of
the pronouncement of judgment. He
accused the court of unnecessarily hu
miliating him and giying opportunity
for further humiliation by the report
ing of his remarks in the press. Once,
replying to the prisoner, Judge Dunne
said:
“Such brazen effrontery was prob
ably no more than should be expected
and it was the duty of the court to
bear it in patience.”
Immediately after i the passing of
sentence Attorney Fairall asked that
Schmitz be admitted to bail, pending
an appeal. Bills of exception were
then filed and Judge Dunne granted a
certificate of probable cause, enabling
Schmitz to carry to the district court
of appeals his motion for a new trial.
The board of supervisors selected
Charles Boxton, a member of the
board, to succeed Supervisor James .T.
Gallagher as acting mayor. It is un
derstood that the selection of Boxton
is only temporary.
SIX YOUNG MEN DROWNED
Boat Capsized and They Sank In a Few
Minutes.
Bangor, Me., July 10. — Six young
men of a party of seven were drowned
in the Penobscot by the capsizing of
a sloop.
te
The victims are: Harry Dugan, aged
18; Raymond Smith, aged 19; Fred
erick Ringwall, aged 19, all of Bangor;
William Vague, aged 21, cf South
Brooksville, and Roy Palmer, aged 19,
of Bangor.
The sloop had reached a point off
Castine, when she was struck by a
sudden squall and captized.
Laurent D. Hall, of Bangor, suc
ceeded in clearing himself from the
craft and after swimming for three
quarters of an hour was reached by a
tug. The others sank within a few
minutes.

COWS HAVE RABIES
Hid From Police Three Days In a Tree.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., July 10. — After Believed That Mad Dog Started Epi
shooting his wife and child, Anthony
demic In Putnam County, N. Y.
Andrek, of this place, hid in a tree
White Plains, N. Y., July 10.—There .
near his home and remained there for is considerable excitement among he
three days. The police searched the farmers in the southern section of P t
whole community for him, but never nam county because of an outbreak of
once thought to look up the big chest rabies among~ the cows, which, it is
nut tree at the edge of the yard. An believed, was started by a mad dog
drew climbed down, went into the attacking a herd several days ago. Sev
house to get something to eat, and was eral cows have been shot, as they were
caught. He was nearly starved. He found to be affected. One cow wan
said policemen had often stood under dered around two days before She w^s
the tree during the seareh.
shot, and it is feared that she attacked
other cows.
P art of Irish Regalia Stolen.
One cow bellowed loudly and tried to
Dublin, July 8.—A portion of the bite everything within her reach. She
state regalia, valued at $250,000, has continued in this state until shot.
been stolen from Dublin castle. The
safe in which the regalia was kept
Dog Saves Baby From a Wild Hog.
was forced. The jewels stolen were
Rockport, Ky., July 8.—Attacked by
those used in the ceremony of investi a wild hog, which had come out of the
ture in the Order of SL Patrick, the' woods in search of food, a 2-year-old
processional cross studded with dia child of James Mogan, though badly
monds and the jewelled sword which mangled, was saved by a St. Bernard
is borne in the procession at the inves dog which had been left to guard it.
titure of the knights. ¡Sensational de The child had wandered from his home
velopments are expected.
and the hog attacked it with the evi
dent intention of eating it. The dog
Rhea Lay» $1500 Egg.
attacked the beast, and, although it
New York. July 9.—The rhea in the was badly mangled by the animal’s
Bronx Zoo has laid an egg worth tusks, succeeded in driving it off.
$1590. It is the first rhea egg ever
produced in America and if it hatches
Frank Leach For Director of Mint:
a world’s record will lie smashed. A
Washington, July 9.—Secretary Corrhea was never hatched in captivity. telyou has recommended to tfie presi
As soon as the egg arrived it was put dent the appointment of Frank A.
ib an incubator and a man set to Leach, the present superintendent oi
guard it. It ought to be a' chick in the mint at San Francisco, as director
five weeks. A rhea egg was once laid of the mint, to succeed George E. Rob
in London, but it didn’t hatch.
erts, resigned.
Crushed to Death By Car.
Moundsville, W. Va., July 8. — Two
men were killed and two others re
ceived probably fatal injuries when a
sand car failed to make a switch and
was overturned, crushing the four oc
cupants.

Walked Mile With Fractured Skull.
Northport, L. I., July 9.—Reuben
Aps.el; 17 years old, fell from a ehexry
tree, striking on his head and frac
turing his skull. He walked a mile to
his home, where a physician was call
ed. but the boy died soon a f t e r w a r d
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FARM AND GARDEN.

CELERY METHODS.
Mulching and Shallow Cultivation Ben
efit the Crop.
Where celery Is planted In single
rows and mulched it will only be nec
essary to maintain shallow cultivation
between rows, not allowing the culti
vator teeth to come nearer the plants
than the edge of the mulch. Where no
mulch is used the cultivation may be
carried a little closer to the plants, but
it should be very shallow, and at no
time should deep cultivation be prac-

f ig . i —small tooth horse cultivator .

ticed, as the roots are to be found very
near the surface of the soil. If a mulch
is used no band cultivation will be re
quired either along the sides or be
tween the plants in the row except to
pull any weeds that may spring up.
Where no mulch is used it will be
necessary lightly to stir the surface
w ith a wheel hoe or iron rake to pre
vent a crust being formed after each
rain or watering. Keep the surface of
the soil smooth’ and in no case allow
lumps of earth to remain near the
plants.
The horse cultivator shown in Fig. 1
is a desirable type for working between
the rows, while the wheel hoe illustrat
ed in Fig. 2 is especially useful in cul
tivating a small area of celery or for
stirring the soil close to the plants. If

Method of a New Jersey Grower That
Secures Good Crops.
The reports that growers are refus
ing to plant, Kleffer pears and Concord
grapes is not true in a general way
No doubt it is often so locally, espe
cially the Kieffer. As far as New Jer
sey is concerned, there will no doubt
be more Kieflers cut down than plant
ed the present year, and this is as it
should be, as many of the trees that
are past fifteen years old have been
neglected and allowed to overbear, and
the consequence is that the fruit is
abominably poor.
If Soil and Conditions Are Right.
My advice to all In the Kieffer belt
of New Jersey is to plant Kieffers if
soil and conditions are right. Light
sandy soil is best of all and in a thor
oughly exposed position where there is
a free circulation of air a remedy for
that so called rust. Cultivate well and
prune severely until your trees are six
or seven years old, when they will be
large enough and have root system
enough to carry and bring out a crop
of fruit that will surprise many grow
ers who allow their trees to begin to
bear at three or four years, and by
the time the tree is old enough to give
good crops it is old and exhausted.
For a Full Crop of Fruit.
I never gllow my trees to give a full
crop of fruit until I have a tree able to
carry it and produce three or four
bushels of fruit. This I do by thor
ough pruning, writes a New Jersey
grower in Rural New Yorker. Keep it
growing strong, and it will not set
much fruit before it is six or seven
years old. I know some object to this
method, but from an extensive expe
rience of over twenty years I know the
principle is right.

THE

C L O T H IN G SALE
That This Part of the Country
Has Ever Known.

W e itz e n k o rn s ’ F a m o u s
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This semi-annual sale which is now under way has saved thousands of dollars ^
for our customers. It has made many hundreds of new friends for this store!!
each season, and this year will make more than ever, because in this sale we ■
have gone further than we ever did before, not only in the closing out of our!!
own great stock, but we received such remarkable offers from manufacturers who 2
were overloaded that we could not withstand the temptation to include them in *
this sale.
comuoHT. is«i.n
fcAOUB.MO**0».

Every Suit that was made to sell for $10
and $12 w ill be closed out at the remarkable low price of
.

Every fancy suit made to sell at $12.50 and $14 we will sell at $9.75.
Every fancy suit made to sell at $15 and $18 we will sell at $11.75.
Every fancy suit made to sell at $20, $22 and $25 we will sell at $18.75
This sale will end with; July, but with such bargains the stock will be gone long before; we advise you to come early
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In California Vines Are Not Poled—A
Solid Field.
The weeding and cultivation of lima
beans in California are at first done
with machinery called bean knives,
and when the vines have advanced too ¡\ ’. ■§}'
far for this method hoeing by hand is
resorted to. The bean is not poled, and
We are Headquarters for all
In about six weeks the pL nt has reach
ed dimensions which in many instances
hinds o f Hardware, Paints,
cover up the line mark of the rows and
Otis, Varnishes and Glass.
forms a solid field of the most beauti
ful green, dotted with tiny white flow
The first obligation resting upon the in
ers. Where there are young walnut dividual who is possessed of property is to
orchards present the bean is planted in
between the rows of the young trees to make a will. The time to do this is when
the faculties are unimpaired.
utilize the same soil.
One remarkable fact is th at the lima
No charge is made for consultations,
If you want any thing in the tooi line,
bean does not seem to deprive the soil
and the officers are always pleased to re
come to u s; we can supply you
ceive and answer letters of inquiry.
at BOTTOM PRICES.

$9- TOOLS.

Norristow n T ru s t Co. W IR E OF A L L KINDS

Summer Feeding of Sheep.
The summer feeding of sheep is not
difficult. There is no other animal that
can be shifted from field to field in
summer to consume the weeds as can
sheep. When handled in this way, they
will keep the fence cbmers clean. To
what better use could you put your
weeds than to turn them Into mutton?
IhqUires a grower in New England
homestead. But do not overlook the
fact that they also enjoy and thrive
upon good grass. In order to keep a
large number on a small farm you
should have small fields and change
them often, for this gives them short,
tender grass, which they like best, and
also keeps them healthy by not allow
ing them to remain upon one pasture
too long.
Newtown Pippin.
This fine apple is famous all over
the world, and it seems to do well In
all temperate climes. Yet it does not
appear as often on fruit stands as the
larger, showier and indifferent flavored
kinds of the Ben Davis order, remarks
Gardening. Possibly the fact of Its
taking longer to come into bearing de
ters some of the marketmen from
planting it, but that should be no rea
son for keeping it out of the home gar
den, where it has all the attributes of
a first class variety.

P o t t s t o T

Suitable for House, Garden and Field.

High-Grade

The N .I.B e n ja m in Co.

MR FARMER :
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That Fit the Feet
AT WEITZENKORN’S.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned*
for ease and comfort as well as fori
style, elegance, and wear.
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all
these points.
It is acknowledged by everybody that we
carry the largest stock and more stylish to
select from than any two of our competitors.

Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.

Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50, in Vici Kid and
Patent Colt Skin.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All
styles.
PAINTS, TOOLS. ETC.,
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent
Leather and Vici Kid, 76c., $1.90, $1.25.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles,
$1.00 and $1.25.

N o. 2 0 5 Bridge St.,

• - ---- !----

Plant Food Not Stimulants.
Many farmers regard the plant food
In stable manure as the only kind of
real plant food they can use, while
they regard commercial fertilizers as
stimulants instead of plant food. This
conception is wrong. Commercial fer
tilizers contain real plant food, and
their nitrogen, phosphoric acid and pot
ash do the same work in plant nutri
tion that is done by the same constit
uents in stable manure. This wrong
Idea has probably come from the mis
use of commercial fertilizers, when
proper tillage, soil, humus and other
essentials were neglected.
The use of commercial fertilizers will
not unconditionally Insure an increase
of crop. As previously pointed out,
physical conditions of soil, tillage, cli
matic conditions—all must be taken
into consideration.
The application of commercial fer
tilizers cannot take the place of thor
ough tillage of crops.—Dr. Van Slyke
in American' Agriculturist.

DeKalb and Main Sts.

F E R T IL IZ E R S
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HARDW ARE.

W ill N O W

a crop of celery is in a good growing
condition the roots will be near the
surface. During a dry season the roots
will go deep into the soil in order to
secure moisture. This can be prevent
ed by keeping the surface of the soil
well stirred to a depth of not more
than two inches, forming a sort of dust
mulch, beneath which the moisture will
be drawn upward by capillary attrac
tion and prevented from passing into
the a ir by the presence of the loose soil
on top. Under these conditions the
roots will work near the moisture line,
and in addition to securing the requir
ed w ater they will also receive more
air and will be at the point in the soil
where the natural preparation of plant
food is taking place most rapidly. Con
sequently a large growth and a better
quality will be produced. The effects
of a drought may in most cases be met
by frequent shallow cultivations, sup
plemented by the use of water, if avail
able,—W. H. Beattie.

^
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EXTRA BARGAINS

M ake y o u r

FIG. II—WHEEL HOE

)f

-------------------------------a

PH A E N IX V IIX E , PA .
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 75c., $1.09
and $1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes,
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes and
Oxfords, $2.00.
The largest assortment of Men’s, Boys''
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather Shoes
and Oxfords in town, in all new styles.

IMPORTANT : W e Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.

No use trying to make farm
LIMA BEANS, BLOSSOMS AND PODS.

of its productive qualities. I t can be
grown repeatedly on the same land.
Some fields here have carried the crop
for thirty years, says a w riter in Or
ange Judd Farmer. Irrigation is not
needed. The plant depends largely up
on the moisture of the warm soft fogs
prevalent here on the long, narrow
strip of coast land between the Santa
Ynez mountains and the Pacific. .
Knack In Spading Hard Soil.
Sink the spade by a succession of
quick shoves or thrusts with the foot
on slanting lines th at would cross each
other slightly, thus cutting off the pro
jecting edges each time by throwing
one’s whole weight with a quick im
pulse upon it and working the handle
slightly back and forth in sympathy
with the efforts of the foot. I t will
take from two or three to six or eight
shoves to send a sixteen inch spade
“home.” The best vMy to get this
motion is to watch a real expert and
get him to teach you. I almost never
use a pick or mattock. A good ditch
ing spade well handled will dig almost
anything but the stoniest clayey gravel,
faster alone than with the help of the
pick.
Selection of Laying Fowls.
Many rely on selecting their best
laying fowls by merely studying the
form, or, in other words, they believe
that there is a characteristic egg type.
Trap nest records seem to indicate
th at this rule is variable to some ex
tent, at least One should be able to
select by form with fair success, as it
has been noticed th at hens with crow
heads—that is, long, peaked heads—are
seldom good layers. The same is true
of hens that are unusually long leg
ged.—J. C. Halpin.
Bush Squash.
Plant bush squash in hills four feet
apart each way, the winter sorts ten
or twelve feet apart each way, accord
ing to richness of soil. Give plenty
of manure and thorough cultivation.
The space between the hills can be de
voted to radishes, lettuce or other
quick growing crops that will be out
of the way by the time the squash
vines will need the space.

ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil with any but Am‘rn«l

Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil

- FURNITURE SPRING 18 COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
The first thing to decide. I s :
“Where will I purchase ?”

rich soil will make the farmer
rich.

Before making your choice. It will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

NOW is the time to start

The C ollepie Furniture Store

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
Old established and reliable; on
;he market for more than thirty
years.
More actual plant food for
;he money than in any other.

“It’s Just Like This!”

HOU8EFURNI8HING8.

will make the farmer poor;

aright for better days, big crops
and more money, by using

W E I T Z E U K O R I s r 'S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.
141 H igh St

Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

Give it a trial and be convinced.
If your dealer does not handle

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the woTk.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,

it, write us giving his name and
X-X2.

we will see that you are sup
plied.

Write to-day.

JACOB T R IN L E Y ,
LINFIE LD, PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

3 FURNISHING SRI

Undertaker ■ Eibalmer

Marble and U e Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

fiST'ThelNDEPENDENT’s eig h t pages
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
contain local and g en eral new s, a g ri
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
the most careful and painstaking attention.
c u ltu ra l notes, sh o rt sto ries and
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
n te re stin g m iscellaneous read in g
anteed. Estimates furnished.
m atter. A copy ev ery week for 52
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’ P h oh « No. 18.
M ain St. Collegeville.
w eeks, $ 1 . 00.

John L. Bechtel,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

